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What you don't know.. .

can hurt you.

When you use Westlaw: you can be sure you always get the fuil
picture - instead of nasty midstream surprises.
The problem with orher online services is that you ~lnknowingiymiss
reievant cases. If the judge's opinion dcesn't include the exact words
you use in your search, you miss pivotal cases. With Westlaw, that

Our attorney-editors write headnotes and synopses, and add the terms
you're more likely to search with, such as legai relationships, names
of actj, synoqyms and acronyms. That's why, for example, only Westiaw
flrlds tfie 26,020additio~ai"employee/empioyer" cases where the
judge never used those words

Added search terms mear: you find every on-point case, every time.
It's just one more way you get better results -much be'cter - on Wesiiaw.

3 ~ c f g r ~,.~.;;aeer
~ ~ ~ ~
have yodr West G r o w representative show you how
Call 1-800-762-5272 or vis~twww.westlaw.com

A-HOMSON COMPANY

O LC02 West Group W-10245412~02 Fademarks shown are used under ltcenie
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Don't fade away -use inmagic t o clearly
demonstrate your value in your organization.
-.

----r.

Go to wi~~~~~iwtraa~ie~a:~rn/~ib~ie3,d
right now and
treat

yourself to an executive briefing on how inmagic

products help special librarians like you measure return

on infoima.tion investment, deploy high-value business

intei'ligenre applications, and creatively move way
beycir-d ti?e WAC. Add core value t o your organizatior:
and career with Inmagic.

9,00C ilbraries woridwide look t o i:?.genta ra p r ~ v i d etieir p2trOns

(Not so time, resources or patience.)
lngenta helps ycm find the research
you need, when you need it.

with s e a d e s s access to :he most comprshami.~ecoiieccion cf

schciariy content available online.

or pay-psr-view. And patrons can order dczccmen~3-om zens
of t b o u s d s more ?or fax o r A A dehery. With ingen'ia's

cuttl~g-edgemzr;agemect tools and emGi derting services.
libraries of alf sizes car: cjuickiy a d cost-effectively enhnae

s are under a brighter spotiight than ever
ases kke these, the hudget is senior
he fibray. 3acobs and Strotise discuss the
importance of budget and how to inake your library stronger in 2003.
A i.ibnuiank G6u3de ta SpeaGnq the I%!isinm I.angoag.

When most librarians leave sohoci, the last thing on their minds ;s settining a budget.
tlowever, when bosses start asking questions, librarians soon find they need budgets to
justify their expenses. A chailenge most Librarians wil. eventuaily cross, Lisl Zach dissects the
basics of budge5ng for inforrriaticn professionals.
Krsov&dge Ser&es: Firrarrr:ial. Stwtegr'as and Budgating
Whether it's building a budgst or fighting for recognitior;, a Ubrary mast have advocates.
This month Guy St. Clair expiains the importance of identifyi~gthe vaiue provided by an
information professionaL's work and how informaticn professionals car! denonstrate that
vahe to the correct peopie.

Beyond kbe Firewait: k s e s s i ~ gCsrrparr;.te'InPraw'ks
Absoq Head started out sttidying human-computer interaction. She beaan her own company in
1998 and rece~tlydedded to examine corporate intranets to see how nirmans and computers are
getting along these days. Her 110-page study, On-the-Sob Research: How iisabk are Corporate
Research Intrcmets?, presents 32 usability findings, makes 24 desQn rscommen.;ations and is
now avaiiabk thrcugh SiA, Assistant Edtor Nicoie Poling queried Head this month to find
out more about the research process and what information professionals night need to know
to make their own intranets more 'usable.'
'The Key to ir L ~ h r z r k ~SEIICC~SS:
5
Qeve!ophg EnPrepxeneii&d 'frr;.?t+
Dr. Charies 3. Toftoy has worked with his fair share of smai.- and meciium-sized enterpeses,
from hig+ech m !ow-tech, helping them with their most urgent prohiems. He beUeves
today a ii?mry wili function best if it considen itself a swali business. Toftoy offers 12
inspirational .ips to acquire the 'entrepreneuriai trajts' needei t c run your Library as if it
were a small enterprise.

The Big Question

5
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Supreme Court to Decide if Tern Extension
is Constitutional

54
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Take a Stand-Empower Your Profession
E4aking News

looh m furihor fhm the nernberr-only retfion o~ Sld's W s h e

'

ALlow six weeks for a:! c'hanges t o become
ei"?c:ive.
Ail commnkat'ons shou<d 3e
arcompanie6 by ~ a i : i r : label 'roii; a r e c e ~ 5 s s l i e .
?;stmaster:
Send address changes t o S;Ssc;iptks,
Informatior G.I:LooK~, Special iib:ziies
Assodation, Internatianai keacqdaxe:~, 17CQ
Eigteeiitl; Szieet, NW, Wasliingto?, 9
D
C 230092514, USA. Pedodicak oos:aSe paid a t
Wasti-gtc?, D f a-d at additiaiial maiiirg o 5 c e s .

mar
D O G U X E % F EE..i,tlV$R'L. World Wide Sources. Fast, efficient,
inexpensrve. Twenljr-four years ~xperience.Let us solve your research probiems. CAROLIB. Phone (919; 933-1253. E-mail
carolib@iritrex.net,
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"CtTha: Matters Most?" is a question that many of us have been pondering in
our personal and professional lives. It was also "The Big Question" of the nonth
a? a recent SLA staff meeting.
Staff quickly discovered that what may seem apparent, is nct always so. Whiie
his may appear on the surface to be a simple question with a quick answer, we
were at a ioss to form a consensus cn the answer. Why? Because it is nct
a5out what natters most to the staff or to the organization. Our big question
came with more substantial and inpactful answers in helping us define how
the association matters to you, our members.
Given the diverse interests and needs of the SLA membership, we recogcize
that it is no? pcssible to be ail things to all people. Ir is, however, possibie to
piease most of th? pecple most of the time. Achieving this goal requires the
proper development of techniques. We know that we ~ e e to
d stand out and be
noticed and go 'neyond the expectations. But how are we doing this?
We've opted to utilize a custozer-centric approach in determining what matters
most. We are spending more time on the front end of product deveiopaent,
enabling us to:

(1) focus outward;
(2) produce a sharper, more compelling product;
(3) tap a greater pocl of talent and ideas; and
:4j reduce the overall costs.
Our cnstorner-centric approach is cohesive, systematic, repeatable and more
likely :o Isad to a unified view.
As a result, you have seen, and will continue to see, an increase in t&e nzrnjer
of surveys requestirg your thoughts on what is important tr, you i z terms of
producx and services, neans of com~~unicatior,
and issues affecting the pro~ e- m c n We
F
. are also incorgorating eiectronic feedback mechanisms into our
u
these as :he
procbscts, services and cornmuniqu6s. We encourage ~ ~ too atiiize
re-evaluation process leads us to progress and positive change in developing
products and services. This is yonr association, and w s need to hear your volce
in what we can do to provide superior products and services.
'

Our customer-centric definition has enabled the staff to focus on much more
critical Pmctions to include problem solving, co-branding, teainwork, resuits,
passion and attirude. These lead ro iaunching products and services that you
define as meaningful, creating a unified organization, e ~ k m c l n go i s community
and ceiebraticg success.

Lynn K. Smith, CAE
SLA Acting Executive Director

Leslie Jacobs is v k e president of Outse!!, Inc.
Roger Strouse is director and lead analyst ot Oursell, Inc.

Executive management i s paying closer attention t o the bottom Line than i t has in several years. With this increased
scrarthy, functions that don't directly contribute t o that bottom Line are prime targets for cuts and shut downs. In

many companies, the budget i s senior management's most direct contact with the library-so

what is your budget

saying about your operat+on?
For most corporate libraries, there are six months a n t 5
the new fiscal year starts, so let's take a look beyo~ldthe
pure mechanics oi budgeting and address some issues
that may help j7ou create a budget strategy and place the
library in a stronger position for 2003.
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In Outsell's 2 C D i Information Professions! Studyi, 54
percent cf respondents said their budgets are considered
corporate overhead.

first to be eliminated. Information knctions that have
their budgets imbedded in iine-of-business units (such
as research, product development and some marketing
functions) are the most likely to survive. Information
budgets that are imbedded in these business units =ay
be there because the information function itself reports
into the business unit or because a portion of the costs
for the information function has been allocated to the
business units.

HANDLING OF BUDGETING/'ACCOUNTSNC;OF SERVICES
Wow does your libra y or unit handle budgeting or accounting for your services?

Corpomre/divisional overhead

Should you take action if your iibrary reports icto an overhead
category? While it may be worth
finding oilt if ycur library is reporting to the most appropriate
place in your company, t i e more
important issue is the costs associated with the library.

Arc %3,, $ { ) , ~ s ~
<GC&?
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Charce hack for a pot%on of services

Generally, when librarians create budgets, they address only
one side of the equation-the
%aqe back for a;i s e ~ c e son a p:ojeck,
funds needed lo pay staff, buy
:Bent o i department basis
content, create and deliver serALki50:: r o 3u:fipie departments based on a
stand24 corporate form& r i t h no facto~srelatec
e x . In short, rhey funcvices,
'~~"''~""~~'"'"'''
~3 the tibay o: infomatior sewices function
tion as a cost center, rather than
a profit center. Libraries have
Other
I
I
I
traditionally operated on a cost0%
15%
30%
45%
63%
benefit node;, with costs ap2000 279
pearmg in the budget. The benEase 2001 = 320
Total Respondens, exc!udmg Academic & Government industn'es.
efits are usually presented an*Cotegoy was not asked in 2630.
ecdotally, by satisfied customers, through metrics showing
the amount of work the library
When corporate executives are watching the bottom line
has performed. But the value proposition for libraries
of expense, badgets that stand out as overhead are more
has changed and appearing purely as a cost center is a
likely to be crlt. During times of fiscal duress-whether
red flag to senior management. While a few libraries
caused by recessions or by issues intrinsic to the corpohave repositioned themselves as a profit center, most
ration-the functions behind those overhead budgets are
are at ieast looking to breax even.
ANocafion t o mnuitiple depertments based on
factors linlque t o the h a y or inforrration use

-

Approaches that may be considered and tile rationale for
picking one versus another vary widely depending on
the situation. Arwrrg those that shouid be considered are:
s hourly service charges;
* an arnual retainer fee:
automatic billing based on use;
* direct billicg by the vendor;
e pro-raia sharing of the totai cost fcr specific services;
negotiated project-specific charges;
rn a fixed fee for a maxinwx number of inquiries or
for specific sources;
* billing based on a vendor's usage-sensitive rates; or
* a combination of any of the above,

At cost per trznsa

!+ouriy/variab:e rate per trznsac5on ,...........................................
........................................... .,

VaiabLe rate per sexice c?eSn

occurrence. Generally, br~sinessnnits or geographical locations corn-=it to a dollar anoun; or to a percentage of the prodact ccst for the ter= of t2e ccntract. Most up-fronr aiiocaiion scheipxs are nsagebased, using historical usage patrems or potential m m bers of users pe: h s i n e s s unit. Other schemes include business units' percentage of total headcount or
revenues. Sonetimes allocations may be based on the
bcsiness u ~ i t s abiliry
'
ro pay.
CXARGZ
FCX ESAGE-T~~S
modei tenas to work 5esr with
products that have pay-as-you-go pricing. Users, or information professionals working on 3ehaIf of users, are
required to e x e r a n accounting code for each sessioc o ~ :
such a prodnci. The actuai
chxgn can occur at whatever t i n e interval makes
sense for the busicess. Ai",hogh ii is hard tc oappiy to
fixed-price contracts, this
scfieae is popular -with consuiting firms, investm.en%
banks and others in the bnsiness services sector where
ccs:s are passed through to
externai clients.

it is critical to have a solid
understanding of potentiaiiy
biiiabie groups, their torai
inforaation needs and past
usage 2at:erns. Completion
OO1o
20%
40%
60%
80%
of a formal needs assessment
Ease 2000 = 17,0
as prereq-&:te to initiating
Base 2001 = 320
charge-backs is idea;. But at
Tot01 Respondenti, excluding Acodemir & Government ;ndusti+es.
*Cdegory was not asked in 2000.
a a i n i m u m , a fairly complete understanding of needs
is essential. It is important
to understand that when the
information center moves Zc reccver costs, it is becomAs yo2 might expect each of these may have several variaing an internal vendor with a po'rential custor~erset. The
tions acd must be tuned ro meet the appiicable organizaprocess needs to be approached jnst as a vendor would
tional, financial, accounting and pol:ticai ciimate. Ad&accompiish i;. In essence, the informatiox center betionaily, it is typical rhat no single approach will be etpally
comes a business.
applicable to ail information center services, nor wiii it
be received by the users as a fair representation of the
It is inportant to have e x e c ~ t i v esnpport and commitvarying activities they =ay request the information cecment prior to initiating any type of &age-back apter to perform.
proach. %lidate your plans with as =any people as
possible at aii levels in the organization, both as you
Common Models in Place for Content COB%
pian and after you have complered implementation.
BWXW~T
Inclnde:
~
Freqlrent and c o x ~ i e t ecoEnunicat:on with explanaUP-FRONT
~ L Q C A T I O N S -are
T ~ very
~ S ~ popular because
tions and rationale wiii eli~ir,a:e many of the probthey require a firm commitment from business units beLens before they o c c u . The process of creating a cost
fore purchasing or recewing content. The accoucting is
recovery system offers the opportunir'y to educate semore readily nanaged "an none other methods, since
nior m a ~ a g e m e r te n the library Sstdget so that they
the ailocation lor eaeh product happens a t initial purbetter understand and value it.
chase a n d then a t renewal time-usuaily 2n annua!

pgrade t o Factiva and upgrade t h e competitiveness ofyou: organization by
i ~ c r e a s i n g%he productivity o f your employees. N e w and powerful
technology p:ovides csstomized delivery o f t h e most reievact business
resobrces 70 everyone in you, organizatior:.Ti?e resui:: innovative clnd
informed decision making. Factiva combines t h e giobai p o w e i a r d
reiiabiiity o f Dow h n e s and Reuters, including t h e broadest iatlge
offuil-text scdrcesfroni t o p business and indilstry pubiications.
Gpgrade t o Factiva. it's a whole new way t o succeed.
DomiJones & Reuters

TYPES OF WESEWWCR AND ANALYSIS CONDUCTED
Yfiich of the poflswing types sf research and ovalaations do ym raond~ct.or
hnve as part of tho management of your finetian?

Conduct ad hcc in'.+ew
with users & sponsors

CCLLEC: & pubbsh use: statistics
Conduct needs assessment s:ud;es
Ccnduct s e g ~ e ~ ~ t a tstudie
ion
Coikc: & pubesh satisti
on cost-savin

Conduct formai quantitaYv
studies oi: u e r satisfactio,
Conduct formal quaiiiative studies on users & sponsor
Conduct format quanfilative studies on vaiue/R
0%

10%

23%

30%

43%

50%

60%

70%

Bme 2000 = I91
Bme 200: = 335
Totai Xespondenis, excluding Academic & Government industries.
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Some firms caicuiate the ROI by
comparing the savings side of the
library with the cost of operatice.
Bat this represents only one factcr within the cost side ef the ROI
equation. To accurately assess
tke costs associatec?with u s a g a
service, one rnost also inciude:
the time spent evaiiratfng
Sn:ormation r o d t l ~ t s ;
tke tabor and capital expense
ro2 o.~?
&?d
eifom&j;ton
prodnets;
a training t h e and costs;
a tine spec; gathering and asing
the Information; and
time spent accessicg service
and support.

-

Coliect & pubiish use; :est;nc,cnia

$ r 2 y. ,<,::
..... <

Therefore, the cjuesnions a s k 5 of
users to help estimate RO1 mnst
be carefufiy framed.

7:s

..-, *><.
..
While cost recovery is a major step in jusiifying the
library's budget, the fact remains that the company is
still paying for the staff, ccctenr and other library purchases. That's why proving return on investment [ROi:
has become more important to iibraries over the last several years. Showing retGrn on doilars spect is no*:only
important to senior management, 5ut also to the individual b u s i ~ e s sunits, which may fund the !ibrary. Determining ZOI allows library cus:oners and executive
management to understand the Senefi*:~
realized frorz the
library's staff and services. It provides a quantitative
measure for ictangible offerings and makes budgetary
decision-=aking more tangible.

-

In other words; there are benefits
associate.:! wit5 the library function, but there are also costs incurred to keep its produc:~
and services rrp and running.

.i;,;

A common example of a tangibie benefit is iabor savings.

This can include time saved looking for and nsing information, or time saved on the job because information
was applied more effectively. Qutseli's norEative database provides this benchmark: $5,300 in revenues generated per interaction when users indicated revenue generation as an outcoEe. We aiso have evidence that icdividual users have reported revenue generatioc dollars in
a single interaction of up to $9 million.
Dther examples of tangible benefits are increased productivity, improved quality, iixreased sales and a shorter
marketing time. The success of the tangible benefits section of an WOI snrvey depends on the abiiity of respondents to estimate, in dollars or time, the Seneilt received.

An IS01 study, whick resuits in a qua~titarivepreseniam n of the iibrary's coctributioc to the firm's bottom line,
is an extremeiy useM tocl in jnstifying the budget. (Mowever, as rhe chart shows, it is the tool iibrarians nse the
leas: in measuring their contributim.]
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An even more conpelling vaiue proposition these days is
to fsfiow ?he z ~ o n e yto other content management opportnniries that very likely exist, but aren't recognized
as such, in the company, T5e best way to identify these
opportunities is to use your contacrs in lice-of-business
deparments to learn about key revenue-generating initiatives and derermine where l i e library's expertise can
add vaiue. Here are some ideas of what to look for:
CESTZMER
$~??GRT/TECXN!CAL %??CXT Sm-The
web is now
rrsed as z way $0 save noney on CUSTOr??rsupport activities. Hcwever, tke content is often poorly crganized and
diificuit to search dne to inadequate search engines. Taxonomy develop=ect and cactent management ski'rls are
critical to building acd managing successki recirnical
snpporl Web sites. And who is better equipped to handle
the job of customer support Web n;rlanager :@an an information professionail

E-COMMERCS-~~~.
the heart ~i any coml;any's rewnue-generaticg strategy these days is e-commerce. IT srofession-

A.M. Best uderstands tke speciai libraria's need fo'sr comprehensive sources of kfomztion waiiable at a moment's notice.
When ym're at the Special Libraries Association Annual
Conference in Eos Angeles from h n e 8 - 13, stop byA.M. Best
booth #847. P'ou'ii see how om .prad'~ctsand services can meet
your organizatioc's requiremezt for qcick aad acczxate i c s x a x e
industry information.
We offer more than 50 .products and services-available in printkt,
CD-ROM, ad online-that
infom. insuracce and f i n a a c d
professiona!~across the gbbe. Stop by the booth to preview
how orme Web site offering A.M. Best news productsBestDay@,BestWeeRg, BesfWireB and Best's Reviewm-caw
expedite yonr search for insurance industry information.
For detailed infomation, saxples acd demos of aii of our
products, visit wwwQzmbest,conn/ssales.
This June, kiiscover how our products c a k i p yow organizatior,
attain its goals! Be sure to stop by booth ff843.

A.M. Best Compaay
Ambest Road a Oldwick, NJ 08858
Phone: (905) 439-2200 Fax: (908) 439-3296
www~annabest.a:om

als followed the money here, building the infrastructure
for their organizations to conduct business via the Web.
Now the focus is on content. Here again the taxonomy
development skills (how to present the firm's producrs
in a way that =akes sense to buyers from around the
world) and information content expertise (i.e., locating,
gaining permissions and linking favorable reviews and
other published articles on your company's products] are
critical to improve sales.

In many companies, this user spending is ilhsive. Much
of it happens over the Web and on credit cards, and doesn't
show as information content on the departmental budget.
Senior management is usually unaware of the doliars
being spent on content that is rarely shared throughout the
company and is frequently redundant. Qbviolasly, there is
an opportunity for libraries to increase cost effectiveness
by providing training and infornation literacy programs.
There is an even larger opportunity here for libraries to
save money for the corporatio~,while justifying the
library's content budget. The opportunity includes providing evidence that the library offers greater cost efficiency in managing external content, rather than ietting
user departments do it on their own. By consolidating
external coctent buying there usually are discounts that
can be leveraged across the conpany. Research shows
that knowledge workers each spend an average of $1,500
per year on external content4. Those individual pur-

SELLING
TBE RRM'SCONTEXT-We'reseeing many companies, particularly shose in the service sector such as consulting and financial services, looking at ways to "monetize" their own internaily generated content into external content opportunities. This offers a new distribution
channel and product packaging to clients who might not
be able to buy top-tier services. In addition, many cornpanies are looking at ways to aggregate their own content along wirh external content and provide it to customers. Evaluating, selecting, licensing and organizing this content are
PORTAL OR W E B SITE METRICS
things that information professionals
If you have a library portal or Web site, what metries do you collect on that
bring to the e-corn~erce
table; it's sirnportal or Web site?
ply a matter of repositioning and repackaging yom existing competencies.
Number of user

While zanagement opportunities also
exist for harnessing and managing internaiiy generated content for use
within the company, research shows
that these knowledge management
initiatives are operated with limited
resources2. Like the library, these KM
initiatives are fzced with proving their
bottoE-line value to the corporation.
Increasingly, we find that companies
concern theEse!ves with turning their
~nternalcontent icto external revenue-generating opportunities.
That's where the funding opportunities exist.

Number of visits for each user o,
month!y/quaiter!y/annuai basi
ijsage statistics: Source
Usage sta:istics: Service or typ
of ififormation withi? the soiirc
Usage statistics: Tim
Osage statistics: Arrount of informatio,
User satisfactio
Re:im

on Investmen: (331

Revenue generated o n h

Of the 1,65who caliec?metfics:
-- 38%can determine cniqlle csers

-- 62%

can only deternine toai hit rate

Base = 349

Total Respondenu, excluding Acodemk & Gcwernment industns.
*Cotegoy was PO?asked in I999 or 2000.

Most users prefer to find information on their own, and
79 percent of those seli-seekers usually obtain inforrnation from the open Internet. Obviously there are several
potential pitfalls here. While some users are sophisricated enough to question the quality and timeliness of
their sources, many don't think to do so until they've
been burnt. And, of course, so many of the most vaiuabie sources just aren't easy to search effectively, even if
they are on the Internet. At the same time that users
prefer the Internet, they say that their top barriers to getting information include determining the quality and
knowing what's available3.

chases, along with department spending, add up to big
bucks in major corporations every year. Yet very few
companies have implemented an informatior, asset management program. If the library can save more than it
costs the company each year, that will get the CFB's attention and ease any concerm about the library's budget.

Dws Ex~sutiveP ~ ~ a i l a g e r mU~~t d e ~ s S s nVdimat
d
'9adue Dokg Wdth aiI That %,?oney?
Virtual libraries and electrontc information offerings have
become so commonplace within the corporation that
management frequently doesn't connect them with ihe

iibrary that deveioped them or understand what is required to support the=. Only 36 percent of corporate
information centers have placed iccns or other branding
mechanisms on their intranet efferings5. This is coupled
with the fact that more than half of those corporate Bibraries with pcrtais or some other intranet presence do
not collect the critical data needed to show the value of
their virtual presence.
As a result, the library's contribution has become even
more invisible. And if it is visible with a physical presence, management chalienges the vaiue of having a physicai collection that takes up valuable Sioor space in a world
they perceive as electronic-only. As a librarian fror: a
recectly closed corporate library toid us, ': In a nutsheii,
we had made it so seamless for users, that they had no
idea of what it takes io make it sc easy. We thought we
were doing the= a favor."
It seems that too x a n y :nforma:ion professio~alsthink
of marketing as marketing commmicaticns, acd miss the
importance of other aspects. As a resuit, they don7 lake
advantage of opportunities to xarke: their valae tc senior managenrent.

In creating these seamless izformation products and
services for nsers, information -xianagers need i3 write
formal prodzct development plans, and then garner
senior m ~ n a g e ~ e buy-in
st
for t h e n . These forma:.
piasas provide a platform for deiailing the work that
goes into an information offericg, and serve as toois
for educating senicr m a n a g e m e ~ tabout the library
budge:.

Aye T f . 9 ~ $pp2fj:yj
a r q & t%kfr?asy
;-..,:

Qff

tracking user needs, which may have changed since
the service was introduced, and understanding how
these say iapact prodnct enkancemeabs;
keeping abreast of technoiogy c h a g e s rhaa w411 impacr product viability;
a assessing content utilization 'lo determine cecesszry
changes;
o Cetermining the product's viabiiity via ROI, or other
inrernaiiy-defined zeasures; an6
* d e t e r n i ~ i n gthe in-vesrxient requirefior continuing
and/or reflning the product.
o

@

The overaii output froix this evaluation k i p s to detern i n e whether an information product or service shouid
continue as is, be modified cr be retired.
In conjucction with evaluating prod.xt perfcrzmnce, it
is important to study the user's feirei of loyzity to the
infornation fuccticn and its services. Users' sta:emenrs
about whj7 they need :he support of a library can fnrther
rliusrrate what is unique 2nd cri?ic& &cut the library's
services to executives. Ccst-savings arguments alone may
cot serve to show why ?he in-house !ibrary is superior to
other options, but loyalty data can bridge this gap by providing exampies from users i3ems~ives.
.7-

Loyalty research, unlike needs assessment cr cost-savings research, delves into what nakes one inlormationgathering option different fro= (and Setter than] the oth2rs. Loyalty shouid s o t be confuse@with crrstomer satisfaction research, which deteraiines whether a aser has
had a positive interaction. The purpose of a loyalty stndy

&".'

~ e s e a r c hshows that the majority of
corporate library users receive
zeasurabie benefits from using the
2bmryF. These inciude time-savings,
cost-savings ami revenue generation. &-the saEe time, users have
relativeiy low preference for usicg
the library as their priEary information scurce. Given tkis information,
how do we know if we're spending
an the right things!
To answer this questioc, lijrarfes
need to take a hard look at the performance of the products asd services that have been put in piace
over the last several years by cosdusting an evaluation.
At a very high level, the evaiuation
wouid inciude:
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Base 2061 = 146
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is to driil down into what's most important to users and
to determine what changes will have the greatest impact
on improving overall loyalty among users and decisionmakers. Because respondents in this type of research are
asked. a b m t their impressions of the library vis-a-vis other
sources of informatior,, loyalty studies are key to taking
the ROI statement beyond just cost-effectiveness, to the
point of proving the library is the best among all the costeffective options. Otherwise, the ROI study simply proves
that It's cost effective to invest in information solutions,
but no: necessarily the corporate library. It is important
to ask users questions that will determine how they feel
aboul the different information tools and solutions available to them, not just the library.

HWA+D r x s 'Yal~tB ~ d g eCtsmpar-e
t
t o Bthar
Ctsn?ga:~$& h f W m t k m %mk~eP5;9
If you've taken everything we've discussed so far into
consideration in creating your budget, your library should

A more accurate benchmark may be the budget per user,

as the example for manufacturing, below, illustrates.

Corporate libraries must present a meaningful value
proposition to senior management if they are to survive.
The library's budget can, and should, be used as a roo!
to promote that value to senior management. The key is
to ask the tough questions before senior managemect
asks them, and to do the work necessary to ensure
t h a t t h e budget-and
t h e library-receives
management's seal of approval. @

BUDGET BREAKOUT
Mat percent of.your total budget is spent on each of the following?

2000

Base: 195

2001
,M

Pe,nt,g,

be in good shape. One final factor that may help is how
your budget compares to other libraries. Benchmarking
against other libraries in your industry, and of your size
is a reality check for you, and a positioning point with
senior management.
Since more and more libraries are aliocating costs up front,
some costs are ~ o v i n gout of the library budget per se,
so the total library budget numbers may not accurately
reflect the total amount spent on information for a company. This is fufiher supported by the fact that the percentage of library budgets being spent on content appears
to be declining.

Base: 195

:sc:a.=:?3

' Result of the 2002 sttldy will be available in June 2002.
Outseii, Inc., "Managing Internally Generated Content: A
Qualitative Assessment of How Companies are Managing Their
Employees' Knowledge," V. 4, No. 42, September 14, 2001.
Outsell, Inc. Super I-AIM Study, 2001.
Outsell, Inc. Super I-ALV Study, 2Sm.
Outsell, Inc. Information Professrcnd Szlwey, 2001.
"utsell
Normative Database
Ail graphics are courtesy of Outsell, Inc. Reproduction is strictly
prohibited.

Lisl Zach has an MBA and an MSLS; she is currently completing a Fh.D.
in Information Studies. She has worked far over 20 years in
administration andfinancial management for both prgfit and nonprofit
organizations. She can be reached at Lzach@~~om.umd.eo'u.

WHEN MARION WENT BACKTO SCHOOL 28 YEARS AGO TO GET HER MLS, $HE IMAGINE
working in a large, oak-paneled library Like the one in the university where she had studied for her MA in history. She
envisioned her job would involve answering reference questions and providing other services to users. Nothing in her
experience up to that point had prepared her to manage the operations of a small, single-person library in a busy
consulting firm; but after finishing her degree, that was where she found herself when she answered an ad for a
research specfatist,
Now her BOSS was asking her to explain why she needed
more money to meet the increasing demands of the consulting staff for information, and she had heard rumors
that her boss' boss was even asking why the company
needed Lo have a library when everybody could get all
the information he/she wanted right off the Internet!
Marion knew she was going to have to make a convincing presentation at this week's department heads' meeting when they were going to discuss next year's budget;
but she had never had to compete with other departments
for resources before. Up until now, her boss had always
given her a sum of money to spend during :he year-this
time she was going to have to justify why she needed the
rnoney and what she was going to do with it. Finally,
after iookng through all the books she had on her shelves,
she found notes froAma management class she took d u r i ~ g
her MLS program, and began to read:

Budgeting is the basic tool of financial management. A
budget can be used to:

* pro-~idea plan stated in monetary terms;
identify ccots associated with accomplishing
specific goals;
supply a basis for negotiation and srrbsequent
authorization; and
s

monitor progress toward goals.

While the scenario described above is fictitious, the situation facing Marion is familiar to librarians and information professionals everywhere. Many of these people are
managers at some point in their careers. In some instances, primarily in small special libraries; librarians are
manages in their first jobs immediately after graduating. Alternatively, librarians who go to work in large
libraries and infor~ationcenters will generally make their
way np the ladder to become department heads or Iibrary

managers. As managers, librarians and information professionals are faced with decisions sirr,iIar f.:, those facing managers of other units withic an organizatioc. Many
of these decisions require the use of basic financial management techniques. For example, library managers are
typically responsible for a broad range of activities that
rely on financial data, including:

6
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managing day-to-day operations;
mai~tariniqgexpenditures in accordance with their budgets;
selecting optimum approaches for offering a service;
determining prices to charge for services;
requesting funds for a cailital project;
justifying projects and/or staff; and
justrfylng the existence of the l i b r q or idormation center.

One of the key issues facing librarians in their roles as
managers is developing a common language with their
counterparts in the business environment. Because of
their training a2d orientation, librarians often avoid active participation in the budget process, even when :he
opportunity is offered to them. In order to compete effectively for resources, it is important for librarians and
information professionals to incorporate the underlying
notions of financial management into their day-to-day
operations and become comfortable with the vocabulary
and techniques of budgeting.
Budgeting is essential to the financial management process. It is the most basic tool in a manager's reperioire
for coinmunicating about his/her pians and goals in financial terms. Up until now, Marion had been dealing
with a "lump sum budget," in which the library's budget
appeared as a single line item in a larger divisional budget. She kept track of what she spent during the year
and each year asked for a little =ore money to cover increased costs due to inflaticn. After several years oi doing this, Marion has a good idea or' all of the different
categories that she spends money in, and has developed

a n overall line iteE budge: that she updates each year.
However, this approach to budgeting only provides icform a t h about how the rrmney has been spent overallMarian does not have a good basis for projecting the cost
of %heindividual services t9e ilbrary offers or of evaluating how she should be allocating ker resources. It is
important for Marion to turn her current Dudget document into a "program bkdgetn-- a much more compelling and useful management too!.

complishnxct are already implicit in the definition. A h ,
by maklng goais more specific, ii is possibie to prioritize
then? in terms of how resources should be allocated.

Step 2-Dwetop 2 $,is&
or i4atu'ix of &16 fd&ju;
Sawir-cs and/or Aclitrities
Most library or i~iormationcenter operat~onscan be broken down into general categories of services and/or actlvities such as:
access to materials (including ILL and d o c a r ~ ~ e c t
delivery: ;
" access to reEote catabases;
seferecce and consu!:ation serv:ces,
e m i n i n g and educarmn services:
curretcnt awareness services; and
other s ~ p p o r services,
t
@

Budgets can be deveioped at almost any srganizational
Bevel, from that of a particular product or service to %he
master budget for the company as a vr~hoie. Most iibrarians and information professionals wiii be dealing a: the
level of a departmental budget, made up of the costs for
one or more specific services or activities. When deveioping a progranr, budget, the foIlowing basic steps are
involved:

Step I-Think

About the Glir7Ls of the L i b m y /

X~.rforrnatianGenler
The goals E a y come
mission statement
or there may be 3
specific mission
statement for the iibrary. They wi!l
uslzalljr be defined
i n terms s u c h a s
how they:
nreet the information needs of the
organization;

a

directiy from the organizaticnai

When developing a progra= budget, the first step is tc
ideclify ail of :he services and/or activities provided, and
link them to specific goals. IE the case of :]-.,.Is exanpls,
East of the services listed would support all of the goals
identified for the library, In the case of more specific goals?

/

j Access o;

1
i

~-.%n-,m-.,r=

.

- - -

.%,

.

Remote
.+i Databases

Access to

Reference/

/

kc?suitation Training &

j

Current

i

dawarer?ess Suppart

Nee: info:xa:ion weds
i of oryizatio:: (or
! spec<?c usel groups)
j
1

:
j

?:wide easy anb
1 convenien'c access t c
1 infoimaticn resources

A -....................

I

1i

tion about recent
developments; an2
support icformed and tinxly decision-making.

These goais are helpful as a way of presenting the Iibrary
or information center's services and/or activities in terms
of the contribution they provide to the orgacization as a
whole. When developing and presenting a budget, it is
important to Iirk the money that will be spent on a specific service and/or activity with the benefit the organization will receive from that particular service and/or
activity. With =ore specific goais for each service, the
lrbrary or information center's role in supporting it can
be defined. For exampie, if "'Meet information needs of
organization" is stated as a goal instead of "Meet the information needs of [specific user group] by providing [specific types of services]," then criteria for successful ac-

only a few of ?he services may support any one goal. If
the goals have been prioritized, then the list can be used
to help identify which services ai.,d/or activities should
receive more resources. As part of -6he Exdgeting process, it is usefrrl to identify the most i q o r t a s t services
and/or activities provided 5y the library and nse :hem to
jsstify the requested expenditures. Linking services and/
or activities to specific goals also provides 2 basis for reducing or eiin~inatingitems thak are no longer priorities
and/or have a disprcportioned an?ount of resources a l b
cated PC the=.

T ~

Slap 3-..-.Th?nk At34311t Z f t t Re'so~i~cs?~
N~e$ied$0
Provide Each SrrVi~ea;.;djor, j:h:gi?tjty
AE=os: ail services and/or activities require a mix of resources. These can Include the iabor [salary and Senelits)
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to perform the services, the subscriptions and equipment
to access remote databases, the collection itself, and any
other materials, equipment and supplies that are used in
the day-to-day operations of the iibrary or resource center. However, the costs of these resources are usually not
divided equally aEong the various services-some services may require a very high proportion of labor to materials (such as a ccnsultation service) and some may be
very eqiaiprr-ent-intensive. As part of the process of developing a program budget, it is important to identify the
amount of different resources that are required to provide each of the various services. This process also helps
to identify services and/or activities for which the library
does not currently have the appropriate resources available.
Any item or resource that is used specifically to provide
an individual service is called a "direct cost" of that service; examples of direct costs include the actual time spent
by a ii'orarian on a single database search as well as the
connect %irfieto the subscription service. Direct costs for
individual services can often be captured electronically
or by keeping maniaal records of the amount of time spent
perfcrming specific tasks. Other sources for cost information car, include:

a c x a i a x e s sheets

1
1

I

past experience
(%ternal accounting isforsarior)

While direct costs should be identifiable, relatively few
records are kept that track labor (the largest cost component) by individual service requests. While techniques
exist to do this accurately (compare, for exampie, the approach used by software helpdesksj, the record keeping requirement is often considered to be too burdensome to be
implemented, especially in small libraries or resource
centers. One less intrusive way of recording labor costs
for a reference service has been to rely on schedules of reference desk assignments or other indirect measures such
as staff estimates or pro-rated salary figures. Although these
measures provide less accurate information, they are at
least a place to start when allocating salary costs to
specific services.
In addition to the problems associated with capturing
accurate direct labor costs, other challenges exist in terms
of allocating shared costs. For e x a ~ p l e the
, increased
use of subscription-based services is making it more difficult to capture the direct costs of online searching. in
the past, this service was easily differentiated from other
library functions and costs were primarily on a per usage
basis so that the direct costs were easy to identify. However, with the proliferation of end-user desktop access to
electronic resources, there has been a dramatic drop in
intermediated online searching. Furthermore, many cornmerciai online services are converting from a "pay-asyou-go" pricing scheme to subscription-basedpricing, which
is more difficult to attribute across individual searches.

p:o-rated amual sabry vendors (estimates / RFF respofises)

Colleagues in the field are also useful sources of information about cosis. Asking others in similar organizations how
they have acco~plishedcertain tasks is a way of obtaining valuable input for the budgeting process.

If possible, shared costs should be allocated based on the
actual percentages used by each service. in practice, it is
often necessary to develop alternative approaches for allocating such costs to individual services. As a result of
the difficulties inherent in k e q i n g detailed records of
shared costs in libraries and informaticn centers, a
surrogate such as the percentage of identifiable direct

step 4---Edeurgify Any Shared Costs and
Deterrriirre HGW They Should Be
Mioc.a.Xad
So far the process of ide~tifyingcosts associated
with ~ndividualservices and/or activities is the
sarfie as that used to develop a traditional line
item budget. Since a line item budget can be
compiled at any level, what really differentiates it from a program budget is the purpose to
which It is put, that is, a line item budget mereiy
reflects categories of costs associated with an
accounting unit-a program budget links those
costs to neeting specific organizational goals.
Howeve, in practice, a program budget is often made 3p of a number of activities that share
some common costs, which must be allocated
across the different services.

Materia! costs
Labor cosrs
Allocated C/H
Pwyaiii s-btocal

$31,350
$25,875
$11,4L5
$68,670

$31,350
525,875
$8,145
$65,370

%aterial costs
labor costs
Allocated O/H
Program subtotal

$32,400
$34,503
$13,380
$8G,280

$32,400
$34,500
$10,860
$77,760

Hateria: costs
Laoor costs
Alloca~ed0/q
Frogram subtotal

$2,250
$ 54,625
$11,375
$58,250

$2,250
$54,525
$17,195
$74,070

$

(3,300)

$

(2,520)

?rsq:.arn $2

F x q n m k3

-

Total Resource Center

--

.........,** .$217,200
8217,200

ater rial and/or labor costs associated with each service
can be used as the basis for allocating costs. Whatever a&ration method is adopted should be applied coasistexly
from program to progrm~2nd frorn y e a to ye= k order to
ensure comparable cost. data for tracking and planning pnrposes.
Once aii the shared costs have been allocated, it 1s time
to add up the combined costs of a 1 3 E the services and/or
activities and check to make sure rhat nothing has been
ief: out or counted twice. This is also the t i n ~ eto check
the allocation of shared costs and make sure t i a t rhe approacb used presents the ~ o s"accarate"
t
picture of your
organizatmn. It can be dseful to try more than one allocation approach before finalizing the budget presen;aticn.

Operating budget
* Total ancnai expenses incurred in the
course sf accomplishing a n
organization's (or sub-unit'sj main
iine(s) of business
o

May incirrde 50th recurring expenses
and one-time expenses @nless capitaiizedj:

Capital budget
a

Expenses typically exceed a certain
dollar aEount

a

Supports major acrivity

o

No: :inlit,& to one fiscal year

Cash b ~ d g e t
a

Silototal
Salaries
Benefits @ 'l5%

9

Projects ac:ual timing of revenue an&
expenditures

56,000

$ ;05,000

4

15,000

Incremental budget$ng
Uses previous year(s) as stzrting
point
8

After completing the process of idertifying costs associated with individual services and/or activities and iinkicg tkese $0 specific organizational gcais, it is time to
present the budget. The progran? budget provides a basis
for negotiation with Ranagemen: since it dermnstrates
in financia! terms how the iib~aryor resource center intends to :sse the resources it is requesting to meet defined
organizationai goals. The priority of these goals can 59
discussed and adjustments can be made to the level of
resources allocated to meeting e a c i one. Once the budget %asbeen approved, it becomes the forrnai authorization for action in accordance wit? the plan that has been
presented. %y using the budget to monitclr progress ioward accomplishing the g ~ a l sset cut in the pian, :he
financial management cycle is completed and the inforination collected during the cycle can be used to provide
input iato the next budgeting process.

Assr;mes chat mcls: activities remain
ucchanged
Requires justification for weiv progrsms

Zero-based budgeting
Each prograrr, is Suiir "iron scra:chn
@

@

Programs r a ~ k e dby eost/inportame
to organizatianai goals
identifies and ei:rninaies obsoiete
programs

Guy St. Clair is the consulting speciaiistfw Knowledge Management and Learning at SNR International in N ~ York
N City, m d is o past presfdent cf
SLA. iie is the author of5eyond Degrees: Professi~nal Leorningfofor Knouiedge SeNices, t o be published by K G . Sour in September 2002. We can be
contacted at 6uy%tCk7ir@~5.~~m.
Mariina J , Reich fs head of Business Intelligence U S . a t o i a n d Eerger Strotegy Consultants in New York City. She can be contacted

mariina~ieich@us.rolondberger.com.
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for providing knowledge services t o their organization, financiak strategy builds on t h e understanding t h a t advocacy
and potitical sponsorship are valid-indeed

critical-elements

in t h e overall management picture. This subject has

often been given attention in t h e specialized Library community. I t is now commonly understood and accepted by
those who manage specialized Libraries, information centers and knowledge centers t h a t power and influence are not
simply obscure concepts t o be invoked by "somebody else." They are core competencies, and are s o recognized in
SLKs famous Competencies for Special Librarians for the 22" Century-the

document t h a t provided specific and

codified direction for those who employ specialist librarians. Published as a monograph t h a t provided background
information about competencies and t h e value of competency-based management, t h i s statement has become a
standard tool for describing what specialist librarians do. In t h e document, t h e specialist librarian i s defined a s a
knowledge professional w h uses
~ "appropriate business and management approaches t o communicate t h e tmportance
~f -information services t o senior management ...an effective member of t h e senior management team and a consultant
t o the organization on information issues" (Spiegelman, 1997).
Even earlier, though, the terms had been defined:
...advocacy and political sponsorship can be defined as
those efforts, ta.ken by the information services practitioners in an organization, community, or enterprise, to encourage others to support the work of the information services de.partrnent and, at the same time, to encourage.. .
relationships which can have a positive influence in the
decision-making process for allocating resources for the
funding of infomation services (St. Clair, 1994, p. 10).
Obviorrsly, since specialized librarianship and information management have evolved into knowledge services,
the language of eight years ago must be updated, but
whether we are speaking of "information services" or
"knowledge services," the essential fact hasn't changed.
The enterprise ~ u s buy
t
into what is being provided
throcgh the knowledge services function (whether it be
a specialized library, knowledge center, corporate archives
or any other operational function that provides information or knowledge services delivery for the organization).
There are specific people in the organization-its advocates and chaEpions-who understand the role and the
value of the operation. Successful financial strategy and
budgeting for knowledge services depends on this recognirion.
Knowledge services, as an operational function, has now
been defined and is being increasingly adopted in organizations seeking to embrace enterprise-wide excellence
in information management and delivery. Basically,

knowledge services is a management approach that brings
information management, knowledge management and
strategic (performance-centeredj learning together into
an enterprise-wide, holistic and wide-ranging function.
This convergence of related, but previously separate activities, results in high-quality service delivery for ail information stakeholders. As mentioned above, the operational unit can be any unit responsible for information
management, knowledge management or strategic learning, or one that is, ideally, responsible for all three functions {St. Clair, 2002).
There are people, certainly within the parent organization but perhaps including external stakeholders and
observers, who are interested and committed observers
of the work provided by the knowledge services operation. They understand the role of knowledge services,
and they are willing to use their influence to see that the
operation is supported. In managing knowledge services,
identifying those with power in the organization is critical, and establishing relationships that benefit from rhar
power is basic. This is a much misunderstood but elenentary first step, which if not taken, can undermine the
success of the operation. Of coizrse, we optimists like to
believe everyone functions for the common good and ail
of our efforts are undertaken because we can do some
good. In fact, scratch even the inost hardener! knowledge
services employee and you'll discover the reasor, he or
she is in this line o f work is because, as a knowledge

service professional, he or she can make ri difference.
Without question, that is what drives most knowledge
professionais to do the work they do.
But such lofty aspirations are often offset by less charming realiries: there are cultural barriers, there are profession& (or personal) agendas that inhibit collaboration
and there are organizational and structural barriers, inciuding financial restraints. Every organization or business has its own culture that contributes to the list of
reasons why this or that activity cannot be undertaken.
Regardless of the reasons, barriers do exist. In the managemend of knowledge services, there will be pockets of
resistance. What can be done about those limitations is
fairly straigh:forward: those with responsibility for managing the knowledge services function must find advocates
and champions lo aid them in achieving their objective.
This is an essential and critical step-identifyicg advocates
and champions. Rosabeth Moss Kanter is a management
leader (well-known to specialist librarians) who makes a
strong case for enlisring backers and supporters. Kanter
recognizes that b y - i n and coalition building are key to the
success of any management effort, and that advocates
and champions are essential to achieving that buy-in and
coalitioc building. She agrees with successful innovators
who roclaim that a personal network is essential, and that
time and energy must be spent in nuriuring and "working"
that network. The network will be peopie who are committed to excelience in information deiivery, and who
understand that a ciearly established and weiI-functionmg
kno~~ledge
development and knowledge-sharing environment is essential to enterprise success. According to Kanter,
selecting these people and building a coalition that will
support the provision of knowledge services as a concept
requires three specific actions: pre-selling, making ~ e a l s
and getting a sanity check (Kanter, 2001, pp. 267-272).
For t2e knowledge services manager, these three actions
can be undertaken as follows:
9

Dre-selling-speakkg to people, gathering intelligence or,
as Kanter puts it, "planting seeds," ensu1iyg that all knowledge stakeholders understand their feedback is valuable.
Making deals-identifying people who poss,"SS resources, information and credibility that can be invested
in the operation and who are willing to take some responsibility for its success.
Getting a sanity check-listening to people with experience, accepting their wisdom, and, as Kanter puts it,
"confirming or adjusting the idea in light of reactions
f r c n backers and potential backers." In some cases,
this might mean postponing or even abandoning an
orlginai idea that-when discussed-isn't going to
"go anywhere."

When it comes time to look for advocates and champions, they will in many cases, already be in piace and
willing to support activities, which they have already been
supporting. Obviously, the peopie who work in knowledge services are going to be advocates and champions.
Their participation is a given (or, if it is not, there is something seriously wrong in the unit where they are employed!). Other staff in the organizarion can be counted
on as well, especially those who 5enefit directly from
knowledge services delivery. The researchers who come
to the specialized library for research materials; public
relations staff required to delve regi~larlyinto corporate
archives; financial planners seeking to identify prior
investment strategies in the company's records management unit; middle managers who attribute their success
to using content gleaned from training programs-all are
prime candidates who will, in nost cases, be more than
willing to support the knowledge services operation when
their support is required.
The list certainly includes management leaders and others who are recognized [as well as those unacknowledged)
as having some power in the organization, especially those
who have specific management authority for the knowledge services unit (that is, the Person to whom the manager of the knowledge services unit reports directly). Likewise, those involved in any planning or oversight activities for the knowledge services irrnction (committee members, task force members and others with similar roies]
will be natural advocates and champions and, indeed,
are probably the best source for identifying other s u p
porters. Finally, it might be wise for those who manage
knowledge services to look outside the organization, to
see if they can identify external stakeholders (clients, of
course, but also suppliers, vendors, professional colleagues, etc.) who have had some experience in such activities, and who might be in a position to offer wise advice.
Certainly the knowledge services operation is looked at
in terms of what the costs are, and the availability of
resources to support the activkj: so deterrninisg financial support and providing a funding strategy is essential. As the budget process begins, three elements must
be considered: personnel, content and technology. Generally speaking (depending on the na'b~reof the organization for which knowledge services deiivery is provided).
5udget percentages for these areas will break down to
approximately 50 percent for personnel costs, 20 percent
for content costs and 30 percent for technology costs.
Personnel costs, of course, are the largest item in the
knowledge services budget. Depending or, the size of the
organization or enterprise, 2 relevant number of qualifiet
staff-well paid and constantly trained-are required.
These include highly motivated and well-educated knowledge professionals and information technology staff. Since

the knowledge services operation w11l usuaily inciude
content nanagement for the company intracet, training and
learning acrivities and z a n a g e a e n t and publishing of
learning content, employees with IT expertise are essential.
Personnel costs include salary, benefits ::~.suaiiyabozt
25-30 percent of the base saiary) and training. In s o a e
organizations, depending on the nature of :he knowledge
services function, staff recruitment and/or the w e of temporary staff m s t be considered, although in most cases
organizational =anagernent will provide guidelines for
these expe~ditures.
With respect to saiary levels, of course, these wiil be established in rehtionship to the types of parent organization (for exampie, government agencies may have salary
schedules that are different from compensation schedules in the private sector, and academic e ~ p i o y e r swill
use different compensation schedules than, say, a museum 31 a trade association;. As for training costs (excluding such peripheral expenditures as travel; time away,
etc.1, a recent study from the American Society ol Training and Developrxnt notes that on average training expenditures in recect years were 1.8 percent II999: and
2.0 percent (1000) of payroii, respectively. As lor the average costs for training activities for individual staff, "total. training expenditrrres per eiigible empioyee rose f o r a
$677 to $704 ljer employee" (Van Buren, 2002, p. 3 ) .
As for content, the Sasic tools for research must be budgeted for. Research tools are selected in relation to the
overall mission, and f m d s are not ailoca:ed for content
that is not missicc-specific. Generzlly, these tools inciude:
s
@

databases, on!ine and/or CD-ROMs;
print and online services for journals, newspapers,
books, published market studies, ePc.; and
our-sourced content providers/research services (e.g.,
cornnerrial ixformation brokers and/or specialized
service providers, such as patent or law research services,
or experts providing primary market research, etc.).

@

Investments in infcraation technology are essential for
prcviding q ~ a l i t yexcellence in knowledge services deiivery. The knowledge services 5udget a s s t inciude basic hard- and software tools for knowkdpe professiocals,
represen2ng a significact part of the taclm3iogy i ~ v e s t ment for setting up, running and maintaining the
company's knowiedge aanagement systez [intranetj . Ir
some organizations these expenditures and budget c m sideracions may dovetail with considerations in an enterprise-wide ZT function, but i c either case, knowiedge services staff must be prepared to understacd and commnnicate their unit's specific requirements,
When decisions must be made for financing expenditures,
a variety 31 choices are availabie. 8 f course, simply having knowledge services supported bjj :he parent organization or enterprise is the =ost common practice, and i:
is the arrangement most managers 35 a knowledge services function w l l inherit. In such a sitnation, the ani:
providing knowledge services is naturally at the mercy
of resource ailocatlon authorities, and if is not uncoxxos for services provided to be ',reate& as cverhead {a
situarian long familial tc many in the specialized iibrazy
ccaEunity).
Er better method for financing knowledge services is to
charge for the services [or, in some cases, to comjine

charging with sorr,e Ievei or organizational support). For
most managers with respcnsibiiity for providing knowiedge services there are a n u a k r of ways this can be
done, but generally speaking, any of the fcliowing [or
any variation ~f :hesej wiil work:
e

e

knowledge workers-professid staff is the enterprise
who need to be er:powered to do their own basic research independently of the knowledge services unit,
bat who are guided, trained and nwnitored through
the knowledge services department.

daily fee rate (e.g., a daily fee charged to the project or
team recuesting :he service);
fixed-price for specific services [e.g., an add-on for routine products and services such as 2 press search, book
~urchases,etc.:; and

For the budget, it is custo.nizy to Meren5ate between research
took for a variety of knowledge wcrkers. Tnese ixlude:
knowledge professic~als-librariansSbusiness analysts
and information professionais working wit hi^ the
kncwledge services departmect who provide exceiiect
research services fcr the comaany, and therefore require professionai, h i g h - e d research tools.

in-sourced kncwiedge staff-staff of the kcowiedge
services unit assigned (sometimes on a ter~porarybasis] to a particular tea,% or project. These expecditures
are usually charged to the project a d do not fall under
the knowledge services bcdget, per. se, 5ut in some skuations they are :he responsibility of that anit.

.s

current payment for genera: services ( e g , research fees
based on the number 31 staff in a paeicular office, team,
department, etc.; .

Within the knswle",e services unit, services provide6 to
or performed for the department's custcmsrs (what we
can refer to as "professionai services") inciude:

* informatiox research, with tke subjects of that research
depending on the type of organization (b:~siness,la-w
or sci-tech, etc.: ;

Our mission is to p ~ b l i s koutstanding infermation. Period.
.
L:ararres a m :SEE, for people, not for profir,
&rjr$>3, Tees,or@&
"
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research workshops for employees as part of the
conrpany's zainirig program (with the knowledge services
d e p m e n t charghg for providing these iearrLing activities);

* content provismn and nxmagement for the corrrpany's
jntranet, as well as-in many situations-providing the
technoiogy piatform for other departments through
w 5 c h they present themselves through the intranet;
internal consulting in all knowledge-related areas, sach
as knowledge management, information manag-pment
or training and learning programs for project teams; and

* the provision of knowledge services prodilcts, services
and consuitations for the organization's clients, using
fee schedules designed to provide profit for both the
larger organization and the knowledge services unit
(with the next step, of course, to be offering these same
products, services and consultations to the wider marketplace beyond organizational clients).
Successfully managing the knowledge services budget
requires attention to identifying, understanding and impiementing the activities included in the larger classifications of personnel, content and technology. To ensure that
these activities receive their "due" in the enterprise at
large, creating and maintaining alliances and cetworking with a wide variety of people is going to be required.
As described exlier, one of more serious management
roles in the knowledge services fucction is to raise awareness about the v a h e of knowledge services in the organization, including the establishment of good relationships with key voices in the enterprise. This effort becomes critical once the specifics of the work performed
in the knowiedge services function have been established.
Among the key vcices will be not only the obvious candidates, such as the CEO, the CIO, the CFO, the CLO and
the HR director, but also other critical senior managers,
such as the people in charge of enterprise-wide IT operations. Obviously, among these influential people, s e n i o ~
management can be valuable and, in fact, will be the
department's best allies when the knowledge services
managers need tc know about the company's processes
an6 policies, Naturally the person with direct authority
for the knowledge services unit will need to be on good
terms with the manager of the unit (and staff as well)
and have an understanding of knowledge management
and information technoiogy.

Equally, important are people within the organization who
rely on knowledge services products and consultatiorns
to be successfd. High-quality knowledge services delivery is crucial for these people. Since they are frecpently
t5e company's opinion leaders, they can provide strategic word-of-mouth support for the department's efforts.
When there are saccess stories (as for example, when
the knowledge services unit has supported users in a criti-

cal situation such as helping to win a project for the company or providing a briefing before an important client
visit), these accomplishments shouid be captured and
used for describing how the kncwiedge services function
can sxpport others in the enterprise. And, as usually
happens, ?he original participants will be flattered to be
recognized and are then on the way to becoming the unit's
best advocates.
On the other hand, advocates and champions may not
always be obvious, because they can be people who have
not yet become key voices or opinion leaders in the enterprise. As these people begin their careers in the organization, they can be targeted so that, as knowledge services, products and consultations are delivered to them,
alliances are formed at an eariy stage. Such efforts will
ensure that these employees and colleagues are advocates
in the future.
For knowledge services, financial strategy and budgeting
are two sides of the same coin. Those with management
responsibility for knowledge services must first identify
what their work will provide-the products, services and
consultations that will emanate from the knowledge services function. At the same time, they must identify advocates and champions with whom they can share their
enthusiasm about the work they do. If aii goes according
ro plan, these people will play a role in establishing the
value of the knowledge services function throughout t i e
Iarger enterprise.
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with an interest in information-seeking behaviar. She wondered how people formulated research queries and sought

answers-how they found the inforrnatjon they needed in life. That was her focus when she was a graduate doctoral
student at the University of California at BerkeBey i n the 1980s.
Later, as 2 visiting scholar at Stanford University, Bead
became more involved with the Web. Her inrerest in
hurLan-computerinteraction was piqued when she realized Row closely the fields of icformation-seeking behavior and human-computer interaction were related.
with tbis focus in mind, she wrote a book, Design Wise,
and started her own company, Alison J. Head & Associates
(http://www.ajhead.com), in 1998. Hewlett Packard was
her first client.
Most recently, Head finished a study (with Shannon
Staieyj acalyzing the usability of intranets in seven different companies: Bechtel Corporation, Chevron Corporation (now ChevronTexaco Corporation), Fireman's Fund
Insurance Company, Gale Group, Gilead Sciences, Sun
M,icrosystems and Synopsys. The 110-page study, On-theJob Research: How Usable are Corporate Research
Irrtranets?, presents 32 usability findings and makes 24
design recommendations. It is now available through the
Special Libraries Association. Head will also speak about
her findings during a Hot Topic presentation at §LA'S 2002
Amuai Conference in Los Angeles.
"I tkought ~t was important for a professional organization iike SLA to have some visibility and presence in the
assessment of research intranets," says Head. "The organization needs to move into this area and talk aborat how
these new tools work, with the hope of creating more
usable sites."

i n f o m a t i o n Outlook Assistant Editor Nikki Poling presents Head's thoughts on the study and its applications
in the foliowing interview. Afterward, you may need to
ask yorarself, "How do 1 begin the process of finding out
how usable my corporate intranet is . .. or is not?"

Alison Head (AH): There's really not a formal definition
out there. For purposes of our study, we defined a research intranet as a collection of different online research

resources. It includes both commercial databases and links
on the Web, along with internal information-rich content,
like company news and co-mpany reports. Research
intranets aren't just confined to department sites. They
are company-wide sites that aTe available to all employees.
And they are, of course, secure and internally firewalled.
According to this definition, we found that there were
different types of research intranets at companies. At some
companies, we found huge gateway sites. At other conpanies, they were precision research tools with a collection
of very expensive-to-usecommercial databases and resources
for market research. But actually, we found that most
research intranets were a hybrid of these two main types.
NP: Why did you dec~deia do rhis garticlrlar usabilixy
study?

AH: My company had been doicg a lot of work on icformation resources for the Web-design evaluation and
usability testing. The work was fascinating but I was limited by how much of these findings I could share with
the rest of the information-professional and usability
communities. The findings were proprietary and confidential-they belonged to the company, not to me. Some
companies were generous and let me share findings in
conference presentations, but usually I only had enough
time to present part of the picture. I though;, 'Wouldn't it
be great to do a study where ycu could talk openly about
what you found out about intranets and their usability?
And then you could really impact usability beyond the
company level.'

So that was the origin of the idea. I also :hwgh: it would
be great to see what different companies were doing with
their intranets (intranet designs are usually safeiy guarded
behind a company's firewall.] Intranets had been around
since the mid-'90s. By 1996, two-thirds of companies
already had sites up. And here it was five years later. I
wanted to find out what those sites looked like and how
they were actually working.

W :Who participated i n your study and why?

AH: The research design of our study reguired that we
gain access to companies and then test with enpioyees,
using their actuai firewalieci research sites. Yo smali feat.
We started the recruiting phase by posting a g e ~ e r a calI
l
for participation on the §LA iistserv for the San Francisco
Bay Area and other information professiona1 iistservs. Par?
of my thinking was that I had sozne visibility within the
library community and there was some trust aiready
established. I had taught at San Jose Stare's library school
at one point, for about nine years and had done a iot of
public speaking when my book, D e s i g ~Wisg came out.

I also thought that inforxation professionais and corporate li'crarians were the people rnost likely tc Se interested in our project. Librarians wouid find a way to get
us inside their companies. Managers weren't going to let
us in. Usability specialists weren't going to 19: us in. And
developers probably weren't going to, either^ 3ut corporate
librarians, because of the nature of the work they do and
the fo-ns of our research project, ended up being very
open to the idea. We also directly recmited s3E9 coqora-ate
iibrarians, who worked at companies we wanted to
incluBe in our sample.

Even though our plans for recruiting were going well,
we still had some hurdles to clear. What would :he participating coEpanies and the lkrarians who had volanteered as liaisons, as we caii them in the study, get :n
return for letting us in2 How c o d d we thank them in a
rneanxglul way? We ended up geaeratlng a separate usability report for each ccmpany, reporting findings aSout
their site, in particular. So the liaisons ended up getting
some unique research as part of the deal.
1 do have to add that the liaisons made this project They

were comnitted, respomive and incredibly supportive.
As liaisons, they had to recruit five people at their c o n
pany-a mixture of admristrarive assistants, managers
and researchers-to come in for testing. They also had to
put their sites on the line. The understanding was that
we were going ro come In, evaiuate rhe site and ;hen
publish generalized findings about the good, the bad and
the ugly of corporate research sites.

AB: It really varies. Let me run through smme typical
scenarios. in sonx cases, conpanies decide to conduct
usabiiity testing using someone iror. inside. Sometimes
j+' s even thz person who developed the site. This raises

..

some issues, though. li someone has worked on :he site,
they may be too vested and too close to a site to objectively
raentiijr key usability problems and workable soi~tions.

~.

in larger companies, like Sun and EP, employees have
rhe luxury of coctracting with therr own company's asability department. B~ztr l dcesn't aiways work that way.
S o ~ e t i ~these
e s coapacies hire 2x7 outside usabiiity expert because of tine constraints, specialized expertise or
a professional preference for an outside expert they aiready %now.
Then there are a Iot of companies that don't have sasability resources, an6 they reaily d m i t have an expertise in
usabiifty, ti.,e~:selves. They often hire an cutside expert
like me. This has a couple of advantages. First, I am going to look at issues that are grounded in my expertise
jinforaation retrievzl and information-seekicg behavior).
A cliect ~ . i g h tnot think to lock at these kizds of issues.
Second, users tend to be more candid with me; as an
cntsider, than they a i g h t be with a co-worker who was
testing with the=.

-~
~maily,there are companies that .wan: :o do some usabiiity
testing but are not sure how to hiegrate usability into
the development process. So chey don? test at ail. That's
too bad. When this happens, the cor:pany is less likely
to end u?; with a sire that's in touch with users' ceeds.
Someone at these companies may still do a lot of iegwork
and be devored to collecting usage statistics and such,
but the advantage of usability testing is that it can reap
behavioral findings about what's rea!iy happening when
a user sits dowr? and tries to find something on a site. Ii
can be very powerful st&.

. .

BPI: It reaily depends o z ;he site a n c wnat the focus js,

One great srony of the project was that the fast full day of
testing was September 10'".Shannon, who worked on
the project and did the data logging &ring the testing
phase, wailed away from that last day elated acd exh a s t e d . The next day, of course, the world changed forever. We finished just in time. I don't think this project
could happen again-not with the s e c ~ r i t yin companies,
not with the economy, no; with how busy people are trying to keep their Iives and businesses together these days.
NE): Eow do compazliss normally evaluate t h e i r

wha: the f a d i n g is, and what the needs are. If a company is gearing up for a redesign, men they should probably cocdnct a usabiilty stzdy of the old site to ficd out
w h a ~works and what doesn't. if they have gone through
a redesign in rhe last six rmnths, they probabiy want to
cc;me back at s o ~ poin:
e
and do more informal usability
testing to find out how wers are reacting to the new des:gn as it starts to rake hold.
6 think rhe key point tc remember is shat usability waluation needs to be iterative. Yolau wantit to be a continuing

process. You don't want to conduct a usability test once
and say, "We paid :hat usability expert to come in and
now we're set. We never need to do this again." Sites
change over time, technology changes and users' behaviors can change and fluctuate, too. So ongoing testing
and evaluation are essential.

AH: Overall, research intranets fail on two counts. On
one couct, sites fail because of the design. On the other,
they fail Secause the content offered doesn't support what
users need and how they conduct research.

Let's start off with the design, Many of the sites we
tested had an ineffective design for research work. For
iostance, the layout on some of the sites was cluttered
with boo many resources on one page. it was too overwhelixing for users to absorb and process all of what
they see. One participant in our tesling sessions put it
well. She said, "All of the information on this page just
looks Iixe a 'list of lists.' I know it's here, but I don't
know where -to start."
Another design weakness was labeling. The labeling or,
many research sites wasn't informative or intuitive. The
buckets, or the categories, that resources were divided
into cilen had overlapping labels that were too general
or too vague for users to be able to distinguish between
the different groupings. Also, research sites ofter, used
labels that -were really library jargon. Predictably, few
users understand these labels.
The other reasos research intranets fail is that users lack
the experience with using the research resources that sites
feature. A iot of the sites suffered from overkiil. in a way,
a site with this kind of design is saying, "Come on down,
we've got it all here for you-Hoovers, Dun and Bradstreet,
and access to Stasdard and Poor's Register on Dialog."
Instead, users are thinking, "Boy, I just wanted to know
how much one of our competitors made last year!"
In general, we found most users don't have the experience to efficiently use the different tools presented to them
on sites. Or if they do, they don't want to waste too much
time rrying to get the answer. On top of being overwhelmed by a plethora of available resources to choose
from, nost users (other than librarians) are looking for a
quick answer. So it follows that passwords and instructions on how to use different resources on research sites
is death to any interaction. When users needed to put in
a password for a resource in our sessions, most closed
down the site and typed in a URL out on the Web so they
could conplete a task.

AH: You have to remember that intranet users, even more
than Web users, are focused on how ar, intranet can make
them work better, smarter and faster. We fcund that there is
not a !ot of patience for graphics on intranets. Users have
no appreciation for images that take a long time lo dowlaload and that often don't impart any valuable info-mation.
One of my favorite stories is a5our a test session I did
several years ago on an intraner at HP. While one of the
test participants and I waited for a page to load, she
stopped, pulled her hands from the keyboard, looked a?
me, and said, "You know, if 1 get out of here in 10 minutes I can go watch my son's baseball game." And I
thought, "Boy, what's that have to do with anything here?"
And she said, "That's what I think of an intranet-if it
can save me 10 minutes, it means I have more time for
my family."
The story's pretty insightful. Intranets are fundamentally
work productivity tools. So a good design guideline to
remember is that most intranet users don't want to be
dazzled. They don't want ro be entertained, they don't
want to read promotional hype about the company they
already work for, and they clearly don't want to see how
effectively the designer can put together a three-minute
flash introduction. The patience threshold for intranet
users is pretty darn low. Think about it; though. Intranet
users are also workers who have all these other things
going at the same time they are traversing some company
ictranet. Users have ringing phones, e-mail coning in, deadlines, meetings in 10 minutes, interrupting co-workers,
pending lunch plans and, in the case of the woman at
HP, what they want to do after leaving work, too,

AH: Labeling is always a key issue on any site, especially
on information-rich sites. Labels need to match the way
that users think a site should be divided up and what
those buckets and the resources in them should be called.
To create good labels, you've got to have a strong appreciation for what primary users need and want from a
site, and for what kinds of tasks, and how they view
the world.

Predictably, in our study, we found that labeling was a big
usability problem on research intranets. One problem is
that information professionals, who either build or do
labeling as part of a developmen~team, often label resources with library jargon-without meaning to do this, of
course. They tend to choose labels for resources based oo
who the producer or the author of the resource was. For
most information professionals, the difference between
Forrester and Gartner makes a certain amount of sensethey are both market research resources with different areas
of focus. But for the average user, this can be a no-man's

lad, a world &&atis w f d a r to them. Users who run across
this on a site are likely to be thinking, "Not this! Ail I
wanted was a iabei that says 'find a market research report,' or even something like 'market research reportsinformation appliance trends.' Do I have to read each one
of these companies' repofis now to find what I ceed?"

in his book, Don't Make nile Think, Steve Krag talks about
how people make choices a b m t where fo click on a site.
What he says app'lies to our study. Krug argues that users
don't sit there weighng every possible option, and then
make and choose the most optima: click. They glance,
they second-guess and they take a chance on the hrst
realistic option. They "satisfice," zaking a choice haifway between totai satisfaction and being jast adequate.
XP: Did you fmd ~ h nsabflfty
e
of sites ro be betiel for
larger cowpanies, since they oilen have mare resources
for conduetb~gevaluation?

AH: Your question makes me think of Microsoft. They do
more usability testing on their products than any other
software company out there. But, of course, we know the
end result for Microsoft hasn't necessarily Led to incredibly usable products!

One company in our study, which we ended up profiling
in the report, did some pretty rigorous information architecture research to establish the iabeling system for their
site. A corporate librarian at the company did card sorting to find out the ievei of grazularity for l a k l s , how
labels would roil out fro= page to page, what sub-labels
would correspond to what, and how new content would
be worked in over time. She did the research on her own.
without a usability group or anything too farcy. I've got
to tell you, their site di2 really well in our testing, especially when it came to how users made their navigationai
choices. The labels were intuitive and robust.

they think rhey won't be able to gei what they need in a
relatively sRort period of time. They will go to something
that has worked for then? in the past. Som&imes :@is is
another site that will ailow ;hem to start searching ail
over again, like Google or Ask Jeeves. A lot of times, users toid us tRey get very prac',icai-they will pick up a
phone or lean over their carrel and ask a co-worker for
fhe answer they need i

AH: I like to Pel: people about rhe 89/20 Xuie. This means,
quite sinrpiy, that 5 3 percent of the time, only 2C percent
of a site is used. This rule rurns a io-l 3 f heads around,
because even though you realize ail the content oc a site
znay be inpofiant and dear to your own heart, in reality
criy about 20 percent of a site's cogtext will be used
with any ?-egnlarity.That is a startling piece of informaticn. Jared Spool has rececrly argued that it's probably
t a very snail
even less than 20 porcent. The ~ p s h a is,
part of the site is accessed over and over agair far key
tasks. In our report, we stress that intrane: developers
need to find out what sart of :he site that is, and ask
whether it's easiiy accessed and whether it actualiy satisfies a ~ meets
d
the needs of users.

The 8G/20 Xule is a fairly straightforward exercise and a
good diagnostic. Esualiy, a truthful assessment w d iead
to several things that wili impact usability. 11: particuias,
the site is liiieiy to end up with far better rnformation
architecture, more user-centered iabeling, a clearer layout and a better system for providing resources wkh the
2G percent that users actuaily need and ase. This exercise can also be a foandation for developing a usabiiity
test tooi. You start looking at a site differently when you
start taking a task-par2cciar focus and a nser-centered
focils, as opposed to a focus that is dsigc-cextric or totally content-focused. &

NP: Did you End nsePs were pretty vocal about the difd!cullies they expe~ience~7Urllkintranets'
AH: Yes. Most workers are very vocai about intranets
when they don't work. And I don't mean vocai in a horrible, confrontationai way-but vccal in an honest, concerned and consnuctive way. AcPnally, I find that wken
users aren't as vocai during testing and have trouble conpleting the tasks we give them, :hey tend to be apologists
for the site. They think it's not the site, it a u s t be them
and they just aren't good at using tire Web. it's tco bad.
Apologists are never going to advance Web usabiiity.

On the Job Research:

How Usubie Are Eeseaxh

Corporrrte Intrsmets? b y Alison J , Head. with Shancon
Staley, AAjison .: Head & Associates, is available :hrough

the Special Libraries Associa:icn I.,eadcua:;e:s.

Please

contact Marlena Ezwkins (202-939-36733 cr Tznara

Overall, though, intranet users are vocai because they
demand and expect a lot fro^ research sites. Developers
~eed
to remember the consequences of that kind of demand, too. One of our findings was that intranet users
will jnmp ship if a site doesn't seem to be working, and

Coornbs (202-339-3681) to ~ r d e or
r to receive details
ajoct this pubiication An overview of n a j o ? findings

from the study is available at fit?p://~,riurw.ajhead.com.

It's Boolean.

Diakg
"AND," "OR," and "NCT" are jbst the beginning. With n o r e than 20 precis~cnsearch commands, Dlalog Lets you
man~puiateyour search results to meet your exact needs. SORT to arrange information the way you want it.

EXWND rc identify retated search terms. RD to remove dupiicates. KEEP to make a subset of data that you can
use ir: a subsequent search. And that's just the beginning of the workd's most powerfui online information
service. Wirh Dialog, you search the way you want tc search. And find precisely what you need. 73 Learn more, visit
w~.diaiog.com.

1NFBRMATIBN TO C H A N G E T H E W O R L D

Chades A!. Tofloy is the director of the Entrepreneurshi:, P r ~ g r m iin the
Department of Management Science 5chool of Business and Public
Mmagement a t George il'/oshin,olon University in Washington, 5.C.

entrepreneurial thinkers in order t o survive. Changing demographics, customers and vendors accepting technological
advances and changes in the political economy (funding of libraries) are forcing Libraries t o fight for survival.
Therefore, iibray management may benefit by aligning itself with business management. A librarian needs t o develop
an effective strategic plan (building on the Library's unique strengths) and then use this plan t o s e t direction for the
days yet t o come, The Library operation must be regarded as a business operation.
Many 'thought leaders' in library science emphasize the
take an entrepreneurial approach. Librarianship receed to escape from the old ways-being reactive and
quires creative entrepreneurs to help select, implement
risk-averse, lacking management skills, maintaining 2rand manage total automated systems, public relations,
chaic tradeonal methods, being inflexible and bureaumedia, marketing, financial techniques and selling procratic, workirlg at a slow pace and remaining resistant to
posals. Libraries are being judged today just like other
change. The library user's problems will also become
businesses. Librarians, as the provider of information
easier to solve if the librarian can work at improving a ~ d services, have to think more like an entrepreneur, acdeveloping entrepreneurial traits.
cording to St. Ciair.
In his article "Ectreprenmrship and the Library Profession"
fron The Jodbzrnzal of Library Administration, Herbert S.
White says:

The American Society for Training and Development characterizes entrepreneurial thinking information services,
as follows:

"They [libmries] have a hardening of decision
arteries brought about not only by the risk avoidonce tendencies of many librarians, but by apref
ermce fsr minimal or no changes by the library's
clientele be these academic faculty members,
special library users whose preconceptions come
from what tho] haue seen as university students,
cr the public library patmns heavily skewed
toward children and the elderly. A11 are groups
that have an affinity tomard the library just as it
is. Individrrals who like she libmry just as it is
do not tend to try to change it. They just ignore
it and as we already know from a variety of
research investigations, the existence of a n inadequate library does not pose a n insunnountable
barrier. Users adapt to poor service, find other
qproarhes to information, or pretend they never
needed tire infonnarion in the first place."

Enabling custoxner/user success (as defined by the
customers/users)
Continuous improvement of processes
Out-of-the-box thinking
Boundary-less, breakthrough thinking
Entrepreneurial managers (innovative, risk-taking:
vs. "custodian types"
Vision
Interdisciplinary awareness and abilities
Cross-functional
More than one right way
Creating value where value didn't exist before. (This
often involves considerable risk. Simply employing
entrepreneurial thinking, on the other hand, creates
value with much less risk.)

Guy St. Clair describes in his book, Entrepreneurial
Eibmrianshtp, t h e characteristics of successfrrl
Iibrarianship-tenacity, high service standards, quaiity of information, customer service, desire to serve
and willingness to take on users' problems. He
agrees that librarians cannot stand still. They need
to look ar. better and different ways to do things-to

Keys t o ~ Z ; I C ~ : ~ S S
There are 12 key entrepreneurial traits for success. These
traits are applicable whether your library is corporate,
government. academic or public. I have developed these
traits after gaining many years of experience in the real
business world with ail sizes of business, :n all parts of
the world. In additioc, these traits were developed from
my experience assisting more than 1,500 small- and mediu=-sized enterprises, from high-tech to low-tech, with
their most urgefit problems.
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*p%? I have me: thousands of entrepreneurs a c d the successful ones have passion. Some of these entrepreneurs
show passion by being visibly self-assertive, aggressive,
powerful in appearance or loud. Others are quiet, soAspoken and silently forceful. But after talking with the%
for several minutes, 1 could tell I'd met a very special
person who has depth. This depth has beer: developed
due to their emotional drive and pervading spirir to accomplish something that a e a n s a lot to them, These
people believe in what they do and love what they do. At
the same t h e they are turning a profit and/or providicg
a contribution to society, Passion is the most important
entrepreneuriai trait fcr s~ccess.
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Possessing enthusiasm
is the second ~ o s imt
portant entrepreneurial trait. The earnestness and gusto
of an entrepreneur inspires all of those around her/5iln,
allowing others to see that the entrepreneur is eager to
carry out her/his vision. T'ne entrepreneur's high-flying
spirit allows them to persevere.
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..- irastworthiness
builds Ioyaity
with everyone rhe entrepreneur encounters-pafines, empioyees, suppliers, licensees, entrepreneurial peers, erc.
People like a person tkat is dependable, reliabie, veracious and worthy of confideme. Bob Reiss, president of
R&R, inc., is a good example. Weiss cared about everyone that was involved in his trivia game business Ke
was even-handed and treated everyone equally. If a mistake was made, Reiss would admit it and move on. Being
trustworthy is a definite key kc success.
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The imagination, originality, inventivmess and daring nature of some zntrpreneurs inspires those aro7ndthem
to become excited about the product/service. These entrepreneurs C?ink "outside ofthe box"
Sways have resex&
and development on :heir =ind. They are always asking
questions. How can I make this prcduct/servlce better?
What needs to be added or taken away? They want to
create change. They believe strongly in lifelong iearcing.
A good example is Josh Frey, president of Gran~y'sGoodies
{a corporate gift and pronotions company), who studies
eve@&@ i? Ms market inorder to move +hecompay forward. Entrepreceurs like to create positioning for the ventcre-like a sm&L bullfrog that jumps one Lily pad a1 a tine.

The runner who
wins the marathon is one of
many top athletes who have the stamina :o overcorp.e
the ups-and-dowcs of :he race. The entrepreneur does
not Ie: his/her mind "go to sieep." The entrepreneur
is indefatigable and refuses ?o r e l e ~even
t
when the situation becomes extremeiy tongh. As Ton Peters says, they
like to "stick to the Xnittlng" (per In Search of Exeellencej.
This gives them tke tenacity 'lo endure. The entrepreneur holds up ucder pressure and actually Iikes pressure
(usually seKimposed] . It's called persevering. Furthermorej the entreprenmr is not afraid to faii. F a k m is a
learning tool.

There is a strang
desire by the entrepreneur to be respowsibie for everything in the business. The en::epreneur feels that by being responsible,
he/ske can assure a ievel of achievement. David 6.
McCielTand, a Harvard psychoiogis:, conducted a study
tka: concluded entrepreneurs, on average, have a
higher ~ e e for
d achievement than others of the genera: copulation. Entrepreneurs see the problems i s
iaunching a business and being seif-reiiant, but they beiieve :%at they can overcome the problems. In a National
Federation of Independect Businesses s;ndy, one-third of
enrrepreneurs rated their chances 3f sxccess as 10@
percent. One reason for this is the entrepreneur has
inner control of hizself/herself and enjoys every
=inute of being zlccountabie for the entire venture.
The assu3ption of risk is not a prcblerrr because
most ectrepreneurs realize there is moderate risk.
They stay away frcm uncertain or high risks and minimize risk to a Low ievei, by outsourcing nearly everything. This includes adlninistrative services {invoicing, paychecks, etc.), licensing their products (never
nranufacturr yourself), production, accounting and
finance.

Efirepreneumfindit
-.
easy to adjust to
change and are not obstinate. The ectreprenezrr Ekes to
manage change. In my visw the top entreprenems in
the next decade will create change. They know yon rnust
"Giv2 customm what they want, when they want It, how
tkey want it, and give them a Little more than they expect
every time. This creates demand. for a product/servicen
(Toftoy, 2000). The top entrepreneur will be flexible
enoaigh ro bend this way or that. I? is like being "Plastic
Man" so them is enough r ~ e n t a ltoughness to rebound
from adversity. This trait allows the entrepxneur lo
change r;eopie in %§/her vecture.

Avaihable for the first
time i n the U.S., Softlink Liberty3
was devebped t o meet the needs of Libraries
needing customizabie Web-based, f$F. texr retrievai
software that js easily jnstalled. I": fflex~biiityand highpowered retrieval capabjiities perfectiy suit the varied
requirements o f any speciai library:

Liberty3 from Softtink America provides a compiete informadon and
knowiedge management tool fcr ycur Libra7 - and represents the
next generation of iibrary autonation soiu-;icns. Tc Learn more, cali
888.433.1980 or contact us at info@softlinkameritaacom today!
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Entrepreneurs

-

s $ ~ & $ = ~ @ ~are fconfident
~ ~ ~
in @i2;~ u ~ ~

themselves and what they are doing. This sets the tone
for everyone else. They believe in their own strengths and
apply a pragmatic approach to accomplish nearly all tasks
[this inc1udes overcoming obstacles). The entrepreneur
is confident in aaking decisions, usually relying on intuition. There is often little time for heavy-duty research, so
many decisions are made on a gut-feeling. The entrepreneur performs best when confronted with nearly impossibie tasks. The entrepreneur does not assume anything
and seeks out criticism in order to make inprovexents.
Their high level of curiosity makes them a believer in continuous learning.

The entrepreneur
has a keen awareness and insight, particularly about people. This trait
enables them, for example, to hire and retain good people.
It's sort of precognition. This ability to perceive enables
the e ~ t r e p r e ~ e to
u r establish a clear direction for others
via a vision re be the main inspirational power behind
the venture. The outstanding entrepreceur's perception
is keen. It is a filter through which information passes
before the entrepreneur makes a decision that will have
an impact on his/her business operation.

The entrepreneur always
does what he/she says or does not say it at ail! The best
entrepreceurs have learned how to move bureaucracy out
of the way and express themselves clearly and effectively.
They are able to convey their vision to everyone on the
team, as to "where we are going." The entrepreneur is
alwsys ready to impart to others their feelings in realtime. They listen to feedback. They know that the best
forrr, of communication with a key persor, is to meet oneon-one with bil;.,/her on their turf. The telephone, email, letters, memos, etc., are secondary means.
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The entrepreneur is artful
at seilizg. They reaily promote the cause, persuade others of the vaiue, convince investors and attract partners,
buyers, siippliers and vendors. These entrepreneurs realize that partcering is the key to future success. Stephen
Forte, president of Travelers Telecorn, partnered his telecommunications company with Nextel and his business
sky-rocketed. The entrepreneur's obvious credence and
faith in the overaU effort causes others to believe in the
cause. The truth is a top-notch entrepreneur will be a
very fine salesperson. They do not accept "no." Rather,
they come back with an alternate tactic or strategy-never
returning with the same approach.
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Genuine huinility is very
powerful. Being affable,

modest and gracicus
helps to develop a mutual trust with others. The entrepreneur who is easy to approach and talk :o is separared
from the pack. "One small step ..." is quite a humble
statement when yoil think of tha: particular accomplishment in space. My father taught ma that everyone is
important-the janitor is importan? because he/she does
that job everyday and you can learn from him/her because they know everything about that job. It is important to know what strugglicg entrepreneurs in the inner
city are going through day-today. They teach us humility. One powerful as?ect of humility is that it helps you
to control anger and ego. UncontroIIed anger and a highly
conceited ego lead to unwanted problems and mistakes.
It is my belief that in order to improve the librarian's
workplace and make it more competitive, the librarian
must be more entrepreneurial. Thus, the first step is to
develop a n entrepreneurial attitude by personally
nurturing and improving on the 12 entrepreneurial traits
for success.

Easy Access to the Media and Information Resources
for over 98 Industries. Comprehensive and up-to-date
information like this would cost thousands of dollars or
countless of hours of searching to find.
We know, we've done it.

The Directorv of Business Information Resources. 2002
THE SOURCE FOR CONTACTS IN 98 INDUSTRIES. NOW IM TWO VOLUMES!
These toiehly-resecithed volumes dstoii:
t h e Asso:iniions represenfing each induny
t h e Newsieners hat keep meabers current
h e Mogozines and lounais thot ore i m p o m b h e trade
t h e allimpomit mogozine's Spetio! lakes hot cove! trends and foreccsts
h e Conventions tho! nre must-ottends
the Direcioies 8 Dohboses thot ore rnust2novemaketjng sames
on6 ~e lcdosey Web Siks thot provide imporioiosirnorketing informahx.

"h mandatory purchase for pubiis, orodemic, a d business librnrori~s." ARBA 2001
"Well organizedand the informotion is eosy fa 2nd.. . For smoler iibrari~sor private
libraries, :%s book is on excellent subst$ute f v the more mf!y incyclopedio o f d ~ s ~ i ~ t i o n s "
-7he Ddy Record
IN PRINT - Soffcover, 2 volsmes, ISBN: 1-930956-75-4; 2,500 pages; $275.00
ONLINE Annd Subscription: $545.00 fincider o free ropy of the print version)

-

Don't miss this opportunity to baue this important, timesaving
resoarce on your desk - start saving research time and money today.
Call toby ('800) 562-2139or visit www.grtyhouse.com

Grey House Publishing
185 Millerton Road, Miilertcn, NY 12546
(800) 562-2139 www.greyhouse.com

Tire U.S. Constitution, in Ar~icleI,
Section 8, Clause 8 states, "Congress
shall have the power to promote the
progress of science an& the useful
a m by s e c ~ r h gfor limited times tc
authors and inventors the rights to
their respective writings and discoveries." This c l a ~ s eembodies three
importan: polfcies: the promotion sf
Or, February 13, 2602, the U.S. iearning, protection of the public
Supreme Cwxt agreed to hear the domain and access to copyrighted
appeal from the U.S. Couz",of Appeals works by the public. If a Congres.
for the District of Columbia in EZdred smnai enact=ent s not directed tou. Asdzsrs,fP1,the case challenging the ward these goals, then it is outside
constitutionality of the 1998 amend- the scope of Congressionai power.
ment, which extended the tern of The Suprene Goufi kas consistently
copyright by an additional 23 years2. held that t5e puFose of copyright is
not a single dinension. It has two
After extensive lobbying from the aspects-the economic interest of
copyright owner community, par- tke author and the promotion of
ticularly by the =ation picture Learning ji.e., the public's interest).
studios, the Sonny Bono Copyright
Term Extension Act (CTEA) ex- What is truly at stake in this case is
tended the term of copyright frow ~ F O ~ ~ & OofE&?p u b k dom&I, PIE&
Eife of the author piss SO years t3 is absoluteiy critical to scholarship
life p h s 70 years. One of the primary and research as works a x 5uiit on
masons for copyright protection is earlier works. Such pirblicasons f o m
that it "incents creativityr."How does the buildicg blocks for creative interm extension incent a dead author dil~iduals,writers, etc'. Jonathan
to produce more works? Sorsre kave Tasini, president of the Nationai
referred to this as the Shirley Writer's Union and named plaintiff
YO& ? k BLt T k S i ~§gd
i ~ ~'ke&
MacLaine defense-"I will create
important
things
about
why
he opafter I am dead."
posed term extension and believed
El&ed, the o m e r of ElC3tch Press, +&atit should be heid sconstitu5onal.
takes public domain works, digitizes According to Tzisini, h w a q howle6ge
them, adds hypefiext references and shouid be shared, cultural expressicn
then makes them avaikbk for free belongs to the pabiic asd the intelon the Web3. He sued the govern- lectual wealth of 3 nation cannot 5e
men: alleging that the CTEA is un- locked up as rhe property of a few.
constitutional since it delays when
works pass into the public domain, The Court of A p ~ e a i signored an
t
Courtcase d e h g
including some very old works f r o z i q o r t a . ~Suprem
the early 1920s that EIdred wanted with the patent part of the col'isfituto publish on the Web. The federal tional clause, Gradznm x John Deem7.
district court ruled against Etdred in this case the Court noted rhat the
and upheld the constitutionaiity of clause is both a grant of power and
term extensionq. When EIdred ap- a limitation. "The Congress in the
pealed to the Court of Appeals for exercise of the patent power ma37 zot
the Distrfct of Columbia, he lost again. overreach the restraints inposed by

the stared constituticnal pnrpose.
Nor may it enlarge rhe patent n o nopoiy withoar regard to the innoiiaricn, advancement or socid benefit gained thereby." This Is precisely
w-hat the D.C. &c& did Zt upheid
the expansion of the copyright terz-I
without ccnsidering the co~yright
polides for the promotion of learnk~g,
protection of the pnbl4c do-nain and
pubUc access to works. Kor did it
explain why the ciause s5o;lid be
reaC to limit Congressional powe- te
enacf patent legislation but inposes
nc such limit o c the power to enact
copyright legisiazion. The tern sf
copynight 53s Seen increased several
knes over tl*1e years. T&se increases
were based on differe~tpolicy ccnsideratiam, The CTEA, howevers was a
simple extension oi the term to already existing works. The purpose
of copyright is to promore the cseaiion of new works, not the preservation of the copyright in alder ones.
The constitctionai d a m e permits
~rotectionfor a limited term. if one
r~easm-es
<?e copy&$~t tern ag,ainst an
ordinaq iilfe, prac5cal:y nothihilag prod ed pass
duced & a k g one s * E f ~ - ~
iqto Zhe public i@o& & o h g one's &.
-.
miIienniurx is also a ilmited t k e ,
:3ut not whes zeasnre:! against a
typical 3fe. jack Vaieqti of the Mation Pic'iure Association of America
has been quoted as saying that Congress codd ezrrsnd protection to one
day short of eternity and ssiii be
within the constitutional provision.
No vjonder Tasini and others criticize what has Secome c o r p r a t e
copyrigkt and not an author's right.

2

See "Ccpyrigh: Corner," knuarli, 1999.

3

To view i" Z&i:c:1 Press %7eb site, see
hrg://~w~~.~..ddriic~p:es~.~rg/.
"3ere are
free, accessibk becks. Xead them aac go
in peace," This is the iirse statemen! a
reader S ~ E Son :he Web site.
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See "Copyrigh: Corner," ;oly 2301.

5

533 U.S.483 (2301). See "Couyrig3i.l

Corcez" Septexbe: and Odober, 2231.

O C K Metadata Contract Services, your col-itractcataioging soiu"iicn, iets yau

add the staff expertise you geed at a price you can afford, Providing
conversicn, cataloging and physical processing for materials in at!
bibliographic formats a n d many languages, OCLCYscontract cataloging
s~lutioncan help you eliminate your backlog and keep u p with your current
catalsging-getting materiais to your users faster. A quality solution for shsrior long-term cataloging assistance, OCLC Metadata Contract Services lets you
balance your resources effectiveiy.
See our q~lalifirationsat
t~lww.oclc.org/oclc/menu/techpro.htm

~~~~~.o~~~.~~g/~~~~/gnerau/conv.hirn

OCLC Online Comp~te:Library Center, lnc.
1.500.848.5878
www.ocic.crg

funds to rework its mission of encouraging lifelong iearning, 'aji providing advanced learning techcologies to the pzblic.

Cash flow remains limited for many
organizaiions, with iibraries and information centers apparently taking
the brunt of budget-cutting measures. One way to ease this emnomic pressure is through a governmental grant or s~bsidy.
The best soorce of information on
federal funding for libraries is the
Instituta of Museum and Libraw Services (IMLS), the federal agency responsible for supporting America's
libraries and muse:;rns. In FY 2082,
HMLS will award $23C million in
grants through five library p,rog,rams
and five museum programs. This is
a brief overview of two of the
agency's programs, More detaiied
informalion is avaiiabie on IMLS'
Web site Jwww.in:1s.gev/grants).
Please note that because the federai
government is getting ready for a
new fiscal year, most of rhe 2002
deadlines have passed. However, the
deadlines for the 2003 applications
are identical to those of 2002.

The second IMLS opportunity tc be
discussed is rhe National Leadershi?
Gracts far Libraries Program, which
includes three funding oppcfimifies
each for libraries and xuseums, and
a category for library-xuseux pzrtnerships. Projecrs for these grants
should focus on finding saiutions to
problems tkat affect the entire infornation profession. !_MiS will consider all proposals: but the agency
pays special attention to those proposals rhat relate to the prioriiies established for that fiscal year. There
are four categories of funding for
these grants: education and training,
research and demonstration, preservation or digitization 31 library materials and model programs of iibrary-museua coilaboration, An
exampie of this type of grant is the
funds that were given to the Network
oi Alabama Academic Libraries under the preservation or digitiza'lion
category. The grant was used to
make many pieces of U.S. and Alabama history digitally zvaihbk.

Another resource for grant information is The Catalog of k d e r d Domestic Assistazce {CFDA). Tkis pub!;%NILS' Library Grants to States cation has both a prink2 and Web
Program awards population-based version and is updated biannuaiiy in
funding to state Zibi-my agencies. In June and December. The CFDA is 2
turn, the agencies distribute the listing of aii financia! and con-finanfunds to aII types of state libraries. cia1 assistance programs operated Sy
One example of this progra= is a the United Stares federal governgrant of more than $14 million that ment. Information on these proIMLS made to the California State grams includes functional classifiLibrary in 200C. The state library cation, subject, who can apply, apthen awarded funding to programs plication deadlines and authorizing
such a s the Library Virrual Uni- legislation. This informat%onis
versity Project run by the Palm l i s t d in index form and cross-referSprings Public Library. The Pain ezced io make it easier to search,
Springs Public Librzry used h e The publication 2 2 2 be ordered from

information outbook

the Web site (www.cfda.gov), by
visiting any U.S. Government bookstore or through the US. Government X n t i n g Cffice [GPO). The
GPO can be reached at 202-512-0132,
The CFD4 sire aiiows keyword
searching of :he database, offers tips
on applying fsr fanding and wi13
direct you as r G where to send your
application. If a keyword search is
unsuccessfui s r y m are bnssre of
what you're koking fo'cr, rhe CFDA
siie contains a page lisring the to? 13
percenf of pmgraws others are viewing. The site also contains infcrnarIon on applying far federal assisrance and p~e-eparing
a granr proposal.

FirstGov.gov also ?rst.ides iinks ro
kfoma6isn on gats. Udortmatelyi,
this sire is a iitsie cumbersome for
searching federal grants. Because
each agency administers its own
grants, you n x y receive an unmanageaSle number of hits. it may s e
berter to st& wi*: &e IMLS Web site
or the CFDA. FirstGov.gov can, howevez help ysu do state level searches.
Often federal gouernnen? funds go
directly to the state governments
and are then redistribnted. For rhat
reason it's a good idea to seach a6 LQe
state levei for f.~n&g. A state search
on FirstGov~govmay still turn np a
large n u ~ h eof
r hits, but should point
ycz to stateagencies &at proiiide g~zb.
Do not be afraid tc app?yfor sinancia;
assistance frcm either the federai
government or your state governm x t . Millions of dallars becoxlle
avzilable each year for hbraries of
aii types and the information you
need to apply =ay be easier te o:=tazn than you envision. Just imagine the look on your boss' face when
you tell him/her you've procured
sonre free money frcr: tke govemrnent for yodr organization!

Procite 5 delivers the flexible tools you need todesign and build speclal collections
at an affordable prlce.Youcan store data in 50 pre-defined referencetypes
or create addi;iona! ones easiiy.Witinaccess ro hundreds of Internet libraries,
you can build a databaseby simply entering a search query. Huqdredsof
bibiiographicstylesare ready to putthe finishing touch oi: your reference
list presentation-whether it's chronologicai or grouped by subject headings,
Access iatam& l:i~&;1+.~in~ ta ;p.e;.e

<Oa:en:
Use ProCire 5 to search lnternet libraries and build a referencecol!ectionInstantly.
Choosefrom a list of over 253 public and subscription online resourcesincluding
the Libraryof Congress, OCLC, PubMed, and miversity librarycatalogs worldwide.
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Your reference informationcan now reach beyond ProCitewith neatly organized
linicj in y o ~database
r
to bull-tefl articles or ?DF iiles on the lnterret or any
accessiblehard drive. it's the best way to organizethe numerous PDF files,
graphicsor relatedreference informationfoaling around o: \/our daktop.
Pr3Cite 5 provideseven more useful tools to heipyob group referencesand
create custom sortsforthe reference list.Wiih unlimiteddatabase capady,
you can create siza'bk reference coiiectionswithout worry.
Q&e i,tani: h:$iiag~aphtesi
You'll never have to retype a referencelist witi: Procite's p o w e h formattingtool.
You can format citationsin a reference iist, footnotes, or create a bibliography
organized by subject headings--even prodwe a call number index.ProCite
knowsthe bib!iographic rilles for over 600 styles (e,g,,A?A, MA,Science)
spanning nurerobs disciplinesso you save time and increase accuraaj.

"I prefer Procite for its
[mpressivespeed, extensive
search fields and after download
search capabiiities."
-Journal of the American
Medical Ajsocia tion

..ProCire is well worth
the money-it's excellent
and should be a required purchase
for any professional researche,: "
-MacUser UK (4.5 mice)
",

Sales: 803-722-7
227" 750-438-5526*Fax:763-438-5573
info@isi:esearchsoft.com * w.o:ocite.corn
O Copyright 2002 IS1 ResearchSoft. Procite :s a registered trademark of 1518
All trademarks are the properiy of iheir respedve companies.
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au aiJ'fucker
The Nonprofits
by :Bruce Rosenstein
Although Peter Drucker is best
known as a management guru, his
effect reaches far beyond the world
of business.
For years he has written about the
opportunities and challenges afforded
in the social sector, the world of nonprofit organizations. It is no accident
that the organization dedicated to his
work is The Peter F. Drucker Foundation for Nonprofit Management.
Through his foundation and writings,
Drucker has made available to the
knowledge worker a body of work
that teaches about charities, hospitals, churches, etc., (both their management and leadership) and opportunities for grovvth and advancement
for the individuaL He estimates there
are 1.3 million of these nonprofit
organizations in the country.
As he has pointed out in many
articles and books, the career of a
successful business person or knowledge worker often takes a turn toward the nonprofits, either as a parallel career, or eventually as a move
completely away from business and
into the social sector.
He has also written about what
business can learn from non profits,
in such areas as defining mission and
results, and in providing meaningful
work for its staff, volunteers and
executives. Drucker points out that
it is often easier to see the results of
your work when you work or volunteer for a nonprofit organization.
This is tailor-made for the kci.owledge
worker members of SLA. Many of
us already work in nonprofits and are

seeking to be more effective. Others
may volunteer in these organizations
or may be contemplating a future
career in one. And of course many of
the businesses we work for operate
their own foundations or are involved
with nonprofits in partnerships and
in contributing money and volunteers
to a variety of nonprofit institutions.
There are several sources for leatuing
about Drucker and nonprofits. Possibly
t.'le most importat"'lt is his foundation's
Web site (www.drucker.orgJ. It is
packed with information about the
operation of all types of nonprofit
organizations, including a pop·~lar
feature called the "Self-Assessment
Tool" (http:/ jwww.drucker.org/
leaderbooks/ sat/ questions.html), an
exercise for organizational development built around five Dmcker questions: What is our mission? Who is
our customer? What does the customer value? \Vhat are our results?
What is our plan?
The site also includes articles from
the foundation's award-winning
quarterly journal, Leader to Leader.
Some of these articles are also collected in an excellent series of books
the Drucker Foundation publishes
with Jossey-Bass, such as Leading
Beyond the Walls and The Community of the Future.

broadcasting businessman turned
social/religious entrepreneur. Buford
has long been associated with Drucker.
He is one of the people Drucker interviewed in his 1990 book Managing the Nonprofit Organization: Practices and Principles and he helped
found the Drucker Foundation that
same year. Drucker has also written
the foreword for two o:f Buford's
spiritually oriented, self-help books.
The world of the spirit is powerful
in. Drucker's writings and work. He
has written considerably about the
so-called "IY!ega-churches" with
thousands of members, s~;ch as Willow
Creek Community Church in South
Barrington, Illinois. He says h'ie ability
of these churches to deterlliine and
deliver what people want, while involving their members intimately in
the operation of the church, makes
them a model for other organizations, nonprofit or not.
This is the final column on Peter
Drucker, as we approach his keynote
address in June at the 2002 Special
Libraries Association Annual Conference in Los Angeles, I hope that
Drucker's ideas, both what you will
hear in his keynote and what you have
read in these eight columns, will aid
you on your own journey, as Drucker
says, from "success to significance."

The Community of th.e Futun~: Drucker
Foundation Future Series~ edited by Frances
I--:Iesselbeirr, Marshall Goldsmith, Richard
Beckhard aud Richa1d F. Schubert (Jossey-

3ass, 1998).

The Essenti.lll Drucker (Harper-Collins, 2001)-

Each of these books features a bluechip lineup of contributors. Leading
Be';ond the Walls has the likes of Jim
Collins, Peter Senge and Arun
Gan.dhi, grandson of Mohandas
Gandhi. The Communi/:!} of the Future
includes Drucker, Stephen R. Covey,
Lester Thurow an.d an afterword by
Elie WieseL The book also includes
a chapter, "How Boomers, Churches
and Entrepreneurs Can Transform
Society," by Bob Buford, a Texas

Leading Beyond rhe 'J.!at!s: Dmcker
Foundation. V.!isdom to Action Series, edited

by Frances Hesselbei~, Marshall Goldsmith
aud Iai1:l Somerville (Jessey-Bass, 1999).
fV!anaging the Nonprofit Organization:

Practices a..nd Principles
(Harper Business, l990).

Bruce Rosenstein is a librarian at USA TODAY
and an adjunct professor at The Catholic
un;versity School of Library and Information
Science ;n Wash;ngtcn, D.C He can be reached
at brosenstein@usatoday,com.

So, how can you pur knowledge tc.
work? Here are a few examples.

Dunivrg the Sob Search:
Let's assume you see an advertisement for 2 position that interests you.
In the ad, they indicate they want a
team player or someone who is faOne of the most commonly used miliar with coiiaborative managephrases by politicians and educators ment techniques. In t h e new
is "knowledge is power," Sat this economy, organizations commoniy
statement cannot be truly used un- request that candidates have this
less it is nurtured and deveioped. It background. So, you'll want to demis simply n e t adequate to gaia onstrate superior knowledge o£ the
knowledge, ro increase your lwei of concepts. You will need to show, in
expertise, witfnout having C!e under- writing, haw to make those teams
stansling or ability to use it. kY-;ni~g work. One way to demonstrate this
new skills and developing a strong skfli is to conduct independent reknowledge base are also inportant.. search or attend a seminar on this
relatively new management-team
Like many wkc read this article, i concept. Upon completing your inhave researched and expicred vari- formal research, prepare a concise
ous ways to become more knowl- summary sf the concept and submit
edgeable. I have strived to reaclr: it with your resume portfolio. This
new leveis of understanding. but ;he item will easily demonstrate that
real purpose for pzrsuing knowl- you're a motivated learner and will
edge narmaliy falls into one of three becane a standout on the team. To
headi~gs:I want to become a better ensure that the organization's huperson (i.e., companion, gcifer, man resource representative wz?repainten; chief or fisherman, etc.:,
view the docxmnt, reference t5e
becone a better employee ji.e., do summary in your cover lerter.
a better job, prove my value, promote my skills or contribute to the 6a the Jab:
organization's bottom line) or be- 1 have a colleague who subscribes
come more marketable ji.e., prove to an endless nu=ber of trade and
my value ro a new organization, professional journals. He has csmvaluate a shift or promotion within mented that it is his obligation :o sray
my current crganizatioa) .
"ccnnected ro lris profession." He
does this through networking,
Eacl: of us, regardless of what mo- icnowiedge sharing an6 reading reitivates us to !earn, norrnaily finds evant articles. But as each new
value in becoming absorbed in magazine arrives, he skims the frmt
new ideas or subjects. Finding matter and then adds it to the pile of
concrete value fro^. what we have unread professional journais beside
learned helps us ro "put ?he knowi- his armc5air. Over rhe past few
edge to work." Motives allow us months, the pile has taken shape,
to determine and validate the rel- and now it mimics a small end table.
evancy of our acqaired knowledge. He thinks to hirzseif, 'Qne day 1.11
It is within the construct that the read them.. .but who has the time ;G
read anymore?"
power lays.
A:&

Many of you might find yourself is
. .szm:iar situations. It's soAnetfmes
difficult to sray np-to-date on issues
impaciing the profession isy reading.
So, consider holding quarterly sessions with y m r coileagues 10 update
each other about the industry It is
:Ju~
somewhat akin to a book ~kiC.,
each person is assigned a different
reading assignment. You night pioneer this session in a simple w-ay.
l o r example, after reaciing an article
in a trade journal, you might hold a
brief '"power up" meeting in your
work area to bring everyone up to
speed on the issue. Then, during the
session make a brief blanket statement, explaining why you feel this is
a c important deve!opmenf and then
Gpen the ff oor to ymr colleagues. Ask
them: VJill this inpact the work they
do? If so, how? Immediately foilowing the rneeticg, distrihte a resource
list and assign key staff ro read one
of tke articies or view hyperiinks
noted in the eriodicai. Ask them
to read over the content and prepare
a statement a.bou~the pctentia! irriFact. You night encourage t h e n to
deepen their undersranding sf ",e
subject throngh addleon& readings.
This session will not only heip to acc l h a t e staff tc issues of importance
related to tine work they do, but will
aiso demonstrate how yam organization can be empcwered by knowledge in spite of limited space, time
and/or resmrces.

-

As you go about your day-ro-day
activities, reflect on your motive for
learning and ways m which yczr are
empcwered by tkose =otives. SEA'S
Straieglc Learning Tearn would Srke
to hear what yeu come ap with.
Fiease share with cs via e-mall at
iearning@sb.org. We iook forward
ta hearing from you

1-202-265-9317. Order online at
http://www.sia.org/onthejob.

For more informa
%A's book order
1-202-234-4700.

'es of sites are feakxed.
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Sznce the article was pbiisked, library science stndents, as well as znfornation professionals wcrldwidz,
h a ~ expressed
e
dismay over the lock
of integsr'iyand misi~ifornatlondisplayed by bstk Ms. Bamr? and the
ZCLA Daily Bruin Online.

As information professionals, you
have the power to abolish negative
stereotypes and perceptions about
your prsfessicn. So in this month's
column, I've decided to share letters
that §LA recently sent to the editors
of tire Wzskington Post iVagazine
and the University of California at
Los Angeies (UCLA) Daily Bmin
Online &ci: letter addresses negaive
comments that were published about
special librar;les, bi'srary schoo!s and
the iibrary profession.

C o ~ t r to
~ z[ire
~ assenicns made by
MrTBararf, it is estimated Pisat them
are 242,460 individuals holding
master's of Lifirav/Infom-ationSciezces degrees. These special iibraiians/infmmation professionals are
experts who play n pivotal role iz
Me giobo: infomafion arena-colFor those wko h e okftside Washing- lec;ing, crnsri)izixg, packaging and
LiE'cnraliora ?o f w x t a t ~
ton>a visit to one of these libraries &s&mli,i
mc'trate
&
L
i
s ~ ~ - min~copomre
ng
may be the OTL& c k a ~ c for
e a handson aiew of the wcrklngs of gmern- government and academic settixgs.
The firsf letter was writtec in m- ment. The firsthand knowledge
sponse Po "Monurzental AEbition," gained during a visit teaches more Working fgi. a n organLzrsr-ion that
represents the Ivtemst of thousands
an article printed in the Feb. 17,2032 than even the best hisrorjj teacher.
~fspeclailibrarians and in@mrsticn
edition of T7 ViYashingrsnPost Magaprofessionals worlstzvide I strongl~~
zine Tne author, Pa.& Spa, quessxggest the Daily Brzzin Online mke
tioned &e cecessityi of spending *amsponsibilitiy 2nd ~zproo?the seeds
payer doliars to maintain presidential
planted by this damaging article
libraries. Tke '%'ashi~~gtonFest fidagrszine published the §LA letter in &eir The second letter was written in re- Goincidentatly, my organization
,March 31, 20G2 edition.
sponse to ar, online artieie, "Library (.§LA) will be i-;oZ&.zgour 9SrdA~nzaE
63nference inLcs Angles. h n e 8-13,
Science&gee: P2e =Under §*?id,"
which ran in the Mach 8,2302 edition 2802. We i n v i t ~you to seszd a repreof the UCLA Daily Bmin Online. The sentative to experience the world of
author: Sony Barari, questioned rhe roday 's Infomaticn professional.
This ZeKo is to express &xzppointment need for library science programs
over the comments made by Prezzia and ria?isuled t5e library profession. Perhaps the Drrily Bntin Online csrrld
Span in her arts& Mopzumental An- Barari later issued a staremerrt as a ?-IF a feature s t x y on one of its swn
biiion [Febraary 17: 20021. The rol- resuit of an overwhelming response hard working employees. GCLA staff
r~embersAlison Beckei; Jennifer HfEL
umrz unh-estimzes the value of presi- from the library community.
and Laws Smart are positive ex&C&l
fibra&?S.= ~ e &Sf&L~.?BS E
the sole depositories of milliens of An Open Letter to tthe Editors of The anzples of Ebmrians wka do not fit
Mr. Barari's xold. AlthcugF, 1 ampresidential prspers and pieces of UCEA Daily Bmin Online:
m y much aware of the apologj rememorabilia. Such items combine to
help us better understand the wcrk- 1 write to express disappoirztment leased 0~ beFraZf of MY B a m e rka
ings of the WFte Home and the ,faem- wer tire negative amzospkere created Caily Brain Online h m an ethical
t h n of the p r m . I l m e articks of by Sony BararZ In his online article responsibility Po uphold jmrna&s~c
Library Science Degree: Fiie that vrslues and m t sccrifice the tmtk for
Anmer;rruzrr also provide us sr glimpse
into how our lenders make decisiom, Under Stupid (March 08, 2002), comedic puqcses.

Scholarship was established by :he
Southern California Chapter of SLA
ro provide assistance to a future 11hrarian enroiled i n a gradnate
master's degree prograE in Iibrary
and information stadies. Karen
Sternheim. an empioyee of the U C U
Management Library from 19831993, was e x t r e ~ e l yinvolved in tse
Special tC>rar;es Associatior, and was
2002 Karen 5ternhel"rn
an
active member of the Scholarship
Memodal S c h s l a ~ h i p
Comni'::ee.
She s a d a special afficWecipierrt Announced
ity for students enteriag the profesSLA's Southern California Chapter
sioz
and was act:ve in the ECLA Spehas announced Natalie Soy K a ~ p e r ~
efaf Libraries Assoelation student
a master's degree candidate from the
grecp. Sternhein also partxipated in
UCEA Graduate School of Infcrmathe UCsA Library mentoring project
?ion Studies, as the winner of the
ant?
supervised icformition science
20@2Karen S t e r ~ h e i mMemorial
graduate interns employed by 'UPCLA's
Scholarship. Kamper, who was cho_Management
Library.
sen from i 7 applicants, mceived a
$3,000 award at the chapter's 75th

Anniversary Party at the Hollywood
Roosevelt Hotel on April i8.

DMAH Provides Travel, G r m k
%oNicar;igtran Lf brap-;iar?

Kamper earned a B.S. in Risesiology
at the College of William and Mary
in 'Niliiarnsburg, Virginia, and expects to graduate from UCLA's Infermatior, Studies program in June
2002. She has corr.pieted intermhips
at the M N D Li'brary in Santa iMonica
and the liSC Norris Medical Library
aad is the 2001-2002 co-president of
the UCLA SL4 student chapter. Her
special librariansh$ areas of interest are information technology, medical and health i~formatfonand corporate iibzaries.

SLKs -Museums, Arts & Hnlnaaities
Division (DMAH) has invited Cocny
M6cdez Rojas of Managua, Nicaragua,
tc be ke di~zsioxfsguest ax the 2002 S M
Conference in Los Angeles. Mendez
received a $500 travel grat, conference
registration and tickets to ail DMAEIspossored lours and events. Mkndez
serves as a docrraentation officer for
'%v2 tbe CFLil&"fnNorway' iiNipma@a,
an independent, non-governmentai
organization advocating for the rights
of &&ken. From 1388-1996, sfre served
as Ihrary director of the Universidad
Centroamerkana in Managua.

Though the chapter said them were
many strong app1icact.s for this year's
award, the Scholarship Committee
believes Kenper possesses what is
needed in future ieaders: scholastic
aHainnxnt; strocg recommendations
from academics and practitioners;
acd focused, goal-oriezted p l a m
The Karen Sternheim Memorial

Claggett Joins UOP as
Manager 0%Library and

Information Services
Laura Ciaggett, past-president of SLA
Illnois, and foriner manager of the
Kcowledge Bank at Kelene Curtis/

::
;n~:ever
for 18 years, has joined UOF
Gnivewal Oii Products) as the manager of Library and Inforsatio:. Servxes in DesXaines, lii:nais. UGF's
.
i:brary dates back to 1926, and has a
rich history of providmg research assistance to the z a n y scientists, engineers 22d Iegai ccucse!ors w o r k wide. FiIiing a :ositioar that has been
vacam fcr ovez a year, Ciagget: brings
welcome ieadership to strategically
updating and i ~ p r o v i n ginformati02
services. K O is jcixiy owned by
ticneywell. ax6 Dow Chemical.
-T

~

L M ~Lett35 3ai:tss the Narsh
& McL~nnanCowrpanfm
L:xy kcmS jok& 6ie Marsh & hiickrxxm
Coapacies (www.mmc.com) ia New
York as a senior vice president in Feb-

raary. Be: respcnsibilities inciude
knowiedge managesen: strategy,
c ~ ~ p e t i t i vinteliigence,
e
business
research and intranetantent kt~gar;,oa.
ror the past six and a half years, iettis
was with Artfnnr Andersen in New
Yark where she was a pfizcipai and
~ . o s trecently served as director 3%
conrpetitive inteiiigace,

-

ALA Announces New
~x.g3cu&~w
direct^^
The AEerican Library Association
';AM>has selected Keith NEchaei R d s
as 2s new exemrive 6kec%or.s c ~ w ~ g
Wiliia-n Gordon, who announced his
retirement late last year^ Piers was
chosen over k x d a f i e , a s e a b e r of
the executive b a r d and former dean
of university lib:-aries at Cobrado State
Uniwrsiqr, F c CoiI~is
~
Fieis, who has
been the director oi the Massaehusetrs
Board of Libray C~~arnissionew
since
1992, will take office July I .

.-+

Special Libraries
Association
www.sla.org

WOI
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in your career by joining the thousands of information professionals who will
e in Los Angeles, (A, USA, for StA's Annual Conference and Info bcpo. Gkeuf
for Ilfonntembers! SLA is pleased to announce that any individrjal registering
Il-Conference Nonmember will automatically be awarded a one-year membership
,a bonus offer worth $1 25. SLA invites you to take advantage of his opportunity!
nnected throughoo~the year to an even larger network. SM membership helps
te the companies, products, services and rontads you need through Who's Who
al Libraries Online, learn with your colieagues where you work or live through
nsive network of chapters, and stay on top of your specific field through SLA's
ions representing subject interests, fields, or types of information-handling techniques.

the year you will also benefit through:

Membership in one chapter and one division at no additional cost.
Information OutiooP - a full-color, monthly magazine for the most authoritative
coverage of the information industry including new, analysis and opinion.
SM.COMmunicate - an e-newsletter with information on current challenges
and trends in the profession, career-long learning, and management tips.
Discounts on learning opportunities and publications.
w Complete access to Virtual SLA online information and tools.
Career Services On-Line.

.:.:

heck the "Join SLA Now" box on the conference re!
re ready to make a stronn investment in your career.

I

if you
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We5Searck University
0c:aher 22-23
C:?icagc, I I , USA
rvww.w&searchu.com/
scheduiecln..htEi
Co?yriqk.t Clearaxe Ceztes Inside Back Cowr
mv~i~..copy5gh~.cor.

A%ericr?nAssociadon of Law
Libraries
kcnsal Meelicg
S d j j 23-24
Grknto, iFL. ESA
aaiihq.org

$LA'S E~taa'i%emirtar
September 25
2:30 2.z. - 3:30 p.12.
wwm-sia.org/contenr/
E~~ezt§/diskxe/
vi~sem2GC2/index.cfm
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pags e-mait us a t n~agadne@sta.u~g
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